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Samenvatting
Het hoofddoel van dit proefschrift is de positie en oriëntatie van exibele
medische instrumenten -zoals katheters -te verkrijgen door middel van optische sensoren. Deze sensoren worden in het engels ber Bragg-gratings genoemd, afgekort tot FBG-sensoren. Flexibele instrumenten worden veelvuldig
gebruikt bij minimaal invasieve chirurgie, waarbij de chirurg opereert via
kleine incisies in plaats van grote. Deze minimaal invasieve operaties zijn
gunstig voor patiënten omdat er geen grote wond ontstaat en de patiënt
daardoor minder pijn en minder complicaties ervaart, sneller herstelt, en
daarmee bijdraagt aan lagere ziekenhuiskosten.
De kleine afmeting van de incisie heeft echter tot gevolg dat de instrumenten niet direct te zien zijn.

Daardoor ontbreekt informatie over

de positie en oriëntatie van deze instrumenten.

Dit probleem wordt mo-

menteel in de praktijk ondervangen door gebruik te maken van beeldvorming via röntgenstralen of door laparoscopie (camera met lichtbron). Deze
oplossingen kennen elk hun beperkingen.

Denk aan mogelijke schadelijke

eecten van straling in geval van röntgenbestraling en beperkte toepasbaarheid bij minimaal invasieve chirurgie van laparoscopie. Scopische benadering is slechts toepasbaar in holten die kunnen worden verlicht, denk
aan buikholte of hersenkamers.

Daarentegen heeft het gebruik van een

camera met een lichtbron binnen in bloedvaten of in solide weefsels niet
zo veel zin.

Deze beperkingen zijn de aanleiding om onderzoek te doen

naar alternatieve methoden om bij minimaal invasieve chirurgie toepassingen noodzakelijke positie en oriëntatie van de exibel medische instrument
te krijgen.
Dit proefschrift beschrijft een van deze alternatieve methodes, namelijk
de technieken om met behulp van FBG-sensoren de positie en oriëntatie van
een exibel instrument te verkrijgen. Daarnaast wordt een methode gepresenteerd om op basis van de sensormetingen de krachten op de punt van het
instrument te schatten. In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een techniek gepresenteerd,
waarmee de positie van de katheter in 3D-ruimte wordt gereconstrueerd
met behulp van de FBG-sensoren.

Dit principe wordt verder ontwikkeld

in Hoofdstuk 3, door naast de positie van de punt van de katheter ook
informatie over de oriëntatie te verkrijgen.

Hoofdstuk 4 presenteert een

vergelijkende studie tussen twee verschillende soorten multi-core vezels met
FBG-sensoren.

Een van de vezels heeft rechte kernen terwijl de andere

spiraalvormige kernen heeft. Ten slotte worden in Hoofdstuk 5 en 6 twee
toepassingsstudies beschreven.

In de eerste studie worden FBG-sensoren

in combinatie met echograe gebruikt om een katheter te volgen en in de
ix

tweede studie wordt de vorm die is verkregen van de FBG-sensoren gebruikt
om de kracht op de punt van een exibel instrument te schatten.
Het onderzoek in het proefschrift laat zien dat FBG-sensoren eectieve
sensoren zijn om informatie te verkrijgen over de positie en oriëntatie van
medische instrumenten.

Zo kunnen FBG-sensoren worden toegepast op

instrumenten die worden gebruikt bij minimaal invasieve chirurgie waarbij
het instrument niet direct zichtbaar is. Als onderzoek op dit gebied wordt
voortgezet kan zicht worden verkregen op het volledige toepassingsspectrum
van deze sensoren bij minimaal invasieve chirurgie.

x

Summary
The main objective of this thesis is to utilize optical sensors called ber
Bragg gratings (FBG) to acquire the position and orientation of exible
medical instruments such as catheters.

These instruments are frequently

used in minimally invasive surgeries where small incisions are made to perform the surgery. These minimally invasive surgeries are benecial for patients because there is no large wound therefore the patient experiences less
pain, fast recovery, and fewer complications; thus it contributes to lower
hospital costs.
The small size of the incision means that during a minimally invasive
surgery the instrument cannot be directly seen, thus the position and orientation of the instrument are concealed. This issue is mitigated currently
in practice by utilizing imaging like X-rays or laparoscopes (camera with
light source); but these solutions have certain drawbacks such as harmful
radiation used in X-rays and inability to use laparoscopes for all minimally
invasive surgeries. A laparoscope can only be used in cavities that can be
illuminated, such as the abdominal cavity or the ventricles in the brain.
However, it is not possible to use a light source in a blood vessel or in solid
tissues.

These limitations motivate research into alternative methods of

acquiring position and orientation of a exible instrument.
This thesis is an outcome of one such research endeavor and it presents
techniques of acquiring the position and orientation of a exible instrument
based on measurements from FBG sensors. Moreover, a method to estimate
the forces at the instrument's tip from the sensor measurements is also
presented. Chapter 2 provides a technique to get the shape of the catheter
based on FBG measurements and to get the position of the catheter in
3D space. The technique is further developed in Chapter 3 to acquire the
orientation in addition to the position of the catheter tip. Chapter 4 presents
a comparison study between two dierent types of multi-core bers that
have FBG sensors. One of the ber has straight cores while the other has
helical cores. Lastly, Chapter 5 and 6 present two application studies where
the rst study utilizes FBG sensors in conjunction with Ultrasound to track
a catheter and the second study utilizes the shape of a exible instrument
to estimate the force on its tip.
The research in the thesis shows that FBG sensors are eective as position and orientation sensors for exible medical instruments. Thus, FBG
sensors can be applied to instruments utilized in minimally invasive surgery
where the instrument is not directly visible. Continuing research in this eld
will provide insight into the full spectrum of applications of these sensors.
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Part I

Introduction
The research presented in this thesis is focused on utilizing
ber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors to acquire shape and pose
measurements of exible medical instruments such as catheters.
These sensors are well suited for medical applications due to
their size, exibility and immunity to electromagnetic interference.

This part of the thesis places the research within the

relevant literature and clinical practice.

Moreover, it presents

the motivation and contributions of the research.

1

Chapter 1

Thesis Overview
1.1 Motivation
Flexible medical instruments such as catheters, endoscopes and needles are
utilized in clinical practice for various minimally invasive procedures; some
examples are coronary angioplasty, colonoscopy and brachytherapy, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 [1]. Coronary angioplasty is performed to treat blocked
or narrowed coronary arteries due to plaque build up. During the procedure a catheter is inserted through an artery in either the groin or the arm
and pushed to the heart with the aid of uoroscopy [2, 3]. Colonoscopy is
conducted to diagnose colorectal diseases, an endoscope is inserted into the
colon in order to visually inspect the entire colon [4]. Brachytherapy is a
cancer treatment in which radioactive seeds are placed in or near the treatment site under the guidance of either ultrasound (US), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) or computer tomography (CT) [57].

Minimally invasive

procedures are preferred to open surgeries because they have similar ecacy
as open surgery while inicting minimum trauma which leads to shorter recovery time, lower post-operation complications, and lower costs [8, 9]. The
instruments utilized for minimally invasive procedures are frequently exible
because they increase the accessibility to the target site while maintaining
the small incision [1014].

As a result, exible instruments are prevalent

in clinical practice and also in research studies, some examples of these
instruments are shown in Figure 1.2.
Flexible instruments improve accessibility, but localization of these instruments during a procedure becomes challenging due to the insertion size
and exibility of the instruments.

For example, in coronary angioplasty

once the catheter is inserted into an artery the catheter tip cannot be vi3
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Figure 1.1: Examples of minimally invasive surgeries. a) Coronary angioplasty where a catheter is inserted through an artery near the groin and

©

guided to the heart with x-ray uoroscopy guidance (images courtesy of
A.D.A.M., Georgia, USA

). b) Colonoscopy which is conducted for diag-

©

nosis using an endoscope equipped with a camera (image courtesy of Mayo
Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Rochester, USA

). c)

Brachytherapy for treatment of prostrate cancer. A set of radioactive seeds
are inserted into the prostrate under ultrasound (US) guidance (image cour-

©

tesy of Mayo Foundation for Medical Education and Research, Rochester,
USA

).

sually localized and imaging like uoroscopy must be used to accurately
navigate the catheter to the required location.

Similarly for other mini-

mally invasive treatments, the knowledge of the position and orientation of
the exible instrument is essential; however is dicult to acquire.
In clinical practice the instruments are localized using medical imaging
equipment such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound (US), xray uoroscopy, computer tomography (CT) and endoscopy, see Figure 1.3.
These modalities are eective and have certain advantages but there are
also some drawbacks.

MRI provides high resolution images however it is

expensive to use due to its high maintenance costs. In addition, all equipment in the MR scanner must be non-ferromagnetic due to the magnetic
eld generated, thus limiting the equipment that can be used there. Lastly,
the restricted space in the MRI bore can hinder or prohibit instruments'
movements that are required for the procedures [15]. US has the benet of
a high update rate, however the images are low in spatial resolution and
4

Figure 1.2: Examples of exible instruments.

©

®

1.1.

MOTIVATION

®

Robotic System

a) Flex

for colon procedures (image courtesy of Medrobotics, Massachusetts, USA
). b) Flex

©

©

Robotic System for ear nose and throat (image courtesy of

Medrobotics, Massachusetts, USA

). c) Steerable instrument for pediatric

neurosurgery (image courtesy of Georgia Institute of Technology, Georgia,
USA

).

©

d) An pneumatically actuated exible instrument called Sti-

Flop (image courtesy of King's College London, London, UK

)

often suer from image artifacts like comet tail or shadowing [16]. X-ray
uoroscopy can provide close to real-time images and with the aid of contrast agent the anatomy of interest can be viewed with high accuracy. The
major disadvantages of uoroscopy and CT are the harmful dose of X-rays
delivered to the patient and the risk of exposure to X-rays for the interventionalist. Endoscopy and laproscopy have revolutionized minimally invasive
surgery by providing visualization of the surgical site that is accessed percutaneously or via natural orice.

The main drawbacks of endoscopy is

the lack of its location information in relation to the anatomy and loop
formation in colonoscopy [4, 15].
There has been extensive research conducted on alternative methods
of localization in order to enhance the current state-of-the-art.

One ap-

proach is to combine multiple modalities so that the short comings of one
is mitigated by the other.

An example would be utilizing CT, US and

electromagnetic (EM) tracking to acquire the position of the surgical instrument [17]. The drawback of this approach is that EM tracking works
5
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Figure 1.3: Medical imaging equipment utilized in practice for localization.
a) Computer tomography (CT) scanner (Philips, Eindhoven, Netherlands).
b) Ultrasound (US) scanner (GE Healthcare, Illinios, United States) c) Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (Siemens-healthineers, Erlangen,
Germany). d) Endoscope (Pentax Medical, New Jersey, Unites States). e)
X-ray uoroscopy (Siemens-healthineers, Erlangen, Germany).

within a limited space and the tracking accuracy degrades signicantly in
the presence of metallic objects such as surgical instruments [18]. Another
approach is to use endoscopic images to localize the instrument tip within
6
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the anatomy, but this approach suers from drift and loss of tracking in
case of occlusions, shadows and fast motion [19]. For exible instruments
that are been developed by research groups, various sensing methods are
utilized for localization, such as pressure sensors for pneumatically actuated

®

instruments like Sti-Flop, sensors to measure cable lengths for cable driven
instruments such as Flex

Robotic System. Moreover, a novel inductive

sensor composed of elastomer and liquid metal in a helical structure has
been developed for sensing bend and tensile deformation in soft cylindrical
instruments [20]. The issue with these methods is compatibility within the
operating environment, for instance sensors on the instrument are required
to be sterilizable and the novel sensor utilizes liquid metals which are not
bio-compatible thus are unsafe [20].
The sensors that are highly suitable for the clinical environment are the
ones inscribed in optical bers. This is because optical bers are immune to
electromagnetic interference, chemically inert, nontoxic, small in diameter,
light weight, and exible. They are used most commonly in endoscopes to
transmit light to the operating area for the scope camera. Moreover, they
are also used for pressure, temperature, oxygenation, blood ow, electrocardiogram and force measurements [2123]. In addition, they can be utilized
in various manner for sensing shape and position of exible instruments [24].
The compatibility of optical bers with the medical environment make them
a natural choice as localization sensors in medical instruments. This thesis
focuses on using ber Bragg gratings (FBG) for sensing tip pose, that is
position and orientation, of exible instruments.

The objective is to ac-

quire robust localization which is essential for eective minimally invasive
procedures. The next section presents the literature on shape and position
sensing of exible medical instruments using FBG sensors.

1.2 Literature Review
The origins of ber Bragg gratings lie in experiments conducted in 1978
by Hill

et al.

at the Canadian Communications Research Center [25].

It

was discovered that exposing germanium doped ber to argon-ion laser radiation lead to the ber reecting back some intensity of the input light.
Moreover, it was established that the refractive index of the ber can be
altered and creating a periodic perturbation of the refractive index lead
to the ber reecting back a narrow-band of the light wavelength.

This

periodic perturbation is termed the Bragg gratings and the reected wavelength is called the Bragg wavelength, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Further
7
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Figure 1.4: Fiber Bragg grating sensor reects back a narrow-band of light.
The central wavelength of the reected spectrum is called the Bragg wavelength,

λB .

wavelength

Figure 1.5:

The spectra utilized consists of the optical power

P

for every

λ.

Examples of congurations using ber Bragg grating (FBG)

sensors a) A bundle of 3 single core bers.

b) A multi-core ber with

straight cores. c) A multi-core ber with helical cores.

research also showed that the Bragg wavelength alters based on the strain
and temperature experienced by the ber once the grating is created. This
phenomenon has lead to the use of Bragg gratings as strain and temperature sensor [25]. Fiber Bragg gratings are used in many industries, however
this section focuses on its application in medical instruments for shape and
position sensing.
In the literature, various congurations of FBG sensors are proposed in
order to sense shape and position of medical instruments. Three common
congurations are illustrated in Figure 1.5. Sefati

al.

and Moon

et al.

et al., Ryu et al., Wang et

use a bundle of single core optical bers that are

inscribed with FBG sensors; the bundle is such that the sensors are parallel
to each other and the sensors are aligned such that they are co-located
[2629].

This conguration can also be realized in multi-core bers with

straight cores as proposed in Barrera

et al. [3032].

et al.,

Bronnikov

et al.

and Zhang

The advantages of multi-core ber are that it has a smaller

overall diameter than a ber bundle of single core bers, it is mechanically
8
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stronger and the FBG alignment is more accurate [30, 31, 33]. An issue with
parallel FBGs is that the twist sensing is weak as observed by Duncan

al.

[34].

et

In order to sense the twist more accurately, FBG sensors have

been placed in a helical shape either by inscribing the sensors in multi-core
ber with helical core or by winding single core ber with FBGs in helical
slots [3537].

The wavelength shift in each FBG sensor can be related

to the strain on the sensor by the conguration of the sensors [30, 3840].
The curvature and twist which create the shape of the ber are determined
based on the sensor conguration geometry and the calculated strains on
the co-located FBG sensors [28, 38, 41].

The position of the ber in 3D

space is derived from the shape most frequently by integrating the curvature
vector, however the use of Frenet-Serret frames is also common [42, 43].
Moreover, a few studies have also used parallel transport or Bishop frames
for reconstructing the ber's position [44].
These techniques have been used in numerous instruments developed
for clinical applications. Xu

et al.

sense the shape and also the tip force

of a concentric tube robot [35]. Liu

et al.

use FBG sensors to sense large

deection in manipulators for minimally invasive surgery [45].
of needle position using FBG is shown by Henken

al. [46, 47].

et al.

Accuracy

and Roesthuis

et

Real time needle tracking using FBG sensors for brachytherapy

is conducted by Battisti

et al.

[48].

FBG sensors have also been applied

for endovascular procedures by Jäckle

et al.

[49].

Automatic insertion of

medical instruments with FBG sensors for feedback in close loop control
has been demonstrated by Shahriari

et al.

et al., Abayazid et al., and Roesthuis

[5052]. Research in FBG sensors for medical applications has been

extensive and it continues to be an interesting topic due to its high potential
in enhancing medical instruments. As an example, the Philips' Fiber Optic
Real Shape (FORS) project that utilizes FBG sensors for 3D visualization
of a catheter for cardiovascular procedure has been through human trials
and is in preparation for the market [53]. The research in this thesis also
adds to the literature and its main contributions are presented in the next
section.

1.3 Main Contributions
The research in this thesis is part of a Horizon 2020 European project called
Enhanced Delivery Ecosystem for Neurosurgery (EDEN2020) [54]. The objective of the project is to provide a step change in the technology for
minimally invasive neurosurgery. An artistic impression of the EDEN2020
9
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Artistic impression of the Enhanced Delivery Ecosystem for

Neurosurgery (EDEN2020) project platform. The steerable catheter is controlled by the surgeon using a haptic device. The graphical user interface
displays the catheter's tip pose acquired from ber Bragg grating sensors.

platform is shown in Figure 1.6. One of the aims is to utilize a novel steerable catheter in minimally invasive neurosurgery such that the surgeon has
control over both the position and orientation of the catheter's tip. This
feature provides the ability to approach a target such as a tumor from a
desired angle and also facilitates avoidance of critical structures. Moreover,
the project aims to develop and integrate the following key areas of technologies: pre-operative MRI and diusion MRI imaging; intra-operative ultrasound; robotics assisted catheter steering; brain diusion modeling and a
pre-commercial prototype of a robotics assisted neurosurgical product [54].
The research in this thesis is utilized in the EDEN2020 project for steering,
with robotics assistance, the novel catheter that is produced for this project.
In order to accurately steer the catheter, knowledge of its tip pose, that is
the position and orientation of its tip, is essential. Thus, acquiring the tip
pose of a catheter was a research goal of this thesis and that lead to the
following contributions:
1. Shape and position measurements with FBG sensors in multi-core
bers (Chapter 2) [55].
2. Acquisition of tip pose using multi-core bers with FBG sensors (Chap10
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ter 3) [56].
3. Comparison of measurement accuracy between two FBG inscribed
multi-core bers; one with straight cores and the other with helical
cores (Chapter 4) [57].
4. Tracking a magnetically actuated catheter with a multi-core ber with
FBG sensors (Chapter 5) [58].
5. Force sensing based on shape measurements acquired from a bundle
of single core bers with FBG sensors (Chapter 6) [59].
The following chapters give details on the above mentioned contributions.

Chapter 2 and 3 utilizes multi-core ber with straight cores that

have co-located FBG sensors and the curvatures of the ber are derived
from the FBG strain measurements in conjunction with their position on
the ber's cross section. In the experiments for Chapter 2, the instrument
is sensorized with several multi-core bers and the curvatures of all the
bers are merged to get the instrument's curvature.

Next, using Frenet-

Serret equations the instrument is reconstructed in Euclidean space and
that gives the position of all the points along the length of the instrument.
Chapter 3 extends the technique in Chapter 2 to acquire orientation in addition to position and utilizes Bishop frames instead of Frenet-Serret frames.
For the experiments, the tip pose of four multi-core bers are compared
against ground truth values of the ber tips. In Chapter 2 and 3 multi-core
bers with straight cores were used, however the FBGs were not sensitive
to shear strain. In order to measure shear strain the FBGs are inscribed on
multi-core bers with helical cores. In Chapter 4, a comparative study is
conducted between a multi-core ber with straight cores and a multi-core
ber with helical cores. Both bers have FBG sensors and the accuracy of
the bers in measuring curvature, twist and pose are compared. The bers
are modeled as elastic rods and equations for elastic rods are applied to get
the tip pose of the bers. The curvature and twist is calculated based on
the FBG measurements and their position on the ber's cross section. In
Chapter 5 and 6, the techniques from Chapter 2 and 3 are applied to track
a catheter's tip and estimate its tip force.

In Chapter 5, a single multi-

core ber in conjunction with ultrasound images are used to track the tip
of a magnetically actuated catheter.

Chapter 6 presents an algorithm to

estimate the forces at a exible instrument's tip based on the shape of the
instrument. Lastly, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a discussion of the
results and future work.
11
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Part II

Shape and Pose Sensing
In the previous part, the literature was reviewed and the motivation for the research was presented. This part discusses the
theoretical framework developed in order to meet the research
goals of this thesis. Chapter 2 gives the algorithms used to acquire the shape and position of a multi-core ber with FBG
sensors. This work is extended in Chapter 3 where in addition
to shape and position, the ber's tip orientation is also acquired.
Lastly, Chapter 4 is a comparative study on shape sensing using
straight and helical core bers. This part shows that shape and
pose measurements are feasible with FBG sensors.

The work

described in this part is based on the following peer-reviewed
publications:
- F. Khan, D. Barrera, S. Sales, and S. Misra,  Curvature, Twist
and Pose Measurements using Fiber Bragg Gratings in MultiCore Fiber: A Comparative Study between Straight and Helical
Core Fiber,

Sensors and Actuators A: Physical,

vol. 317, pp.

112442-112449, 2021.
- F. Khan, A. Donder, S. Galvan, F. Rodriguez y Baena and
S. Misra  Pose Measurement of Flexible Medical Instruments
using Fiber Bragg Gratings in Multi-Core Fiber,

Journal, vol.

IEEE Sensors

20, no. 18, pp. 10955-10962, 2020.

- F. Khan, A. Denasi, D. Barrera, J. Madrigal, S. Sales, and S.
Misra,  Multi-core optical bers with Bragg gratings as shape
sensor for exible medical instruments,
vol. 19, no. 14, pp. 5878-5884, 2019.
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Chapter 2

Shape Acquisition
Abstract
This chapter presents a technique to reconstruct the shape of a exible
instrument in three dimensional Euclidean space based on data from Fiber
Bragg Gratings (FBG) that are inscribed in multi-core bers.

Its main

contributions are the application of several multi-core bers with FBGs as
shape sensor for medical instruments and a thorough presentation of the
reconstruction technique. The data from the FBG sensors is rst converted
to strain measurements, which is then used to calculate the curvature and
torsion of the bers.

The shape of the instrument is reconstructed using

Frenet-Serret equations in conjunction with the calculated curvature and
torsion of the instrument. The reconstruction technique is validated with
a catheter sensorized with 4 multi-core bers that have FBG sensors. The
catheter is placed in 8 dierent congurations and the reconstruction is
compared to the ground truth. The maximum reconstruction error among
all the congurations is found to be 1.05 mm. The results show that shape
sensing for exible medical instruments is feasible with FBG sensors in
multi-core bers.

2.1 Introduction
The spatial information of a medical instrument inside the patient during a
procedure is crucial for the accurate manipulation of the instrument. There
exist a range of clinical applications which can benet from the instruments
spatial information, such as epidural administration, colonoscopy, biopsies,
and cardiac procedures [1, 2]. Among the aforementioned applications, in
21
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Figure 2.1:

SHAPE ACQUISITION

Multi-core optical bers can be placed in numerous exible

medical instruments due to their small size, exibility, light weight, immunity to electromagnetic interference and compatibility with medical imaging
modalities. Fibers with Bragg Gratings (FBG) are shown embedded in a)
a catheter and b) an endoscope.

the case of epidural administration procedure, a catheter is inserted into
the epidural space in order to deliver drugs for pain relief. In practice, most
doctors identify the epidural space based on the resistance felt through the
catheter and in some cases ultrasound or uoroscopy is utilized. However,
each method has their drawbacks, the tactile feedback is very subjective,
the catheter can be invisible in ultrasound images and the patient is exposed
to harmful radiation in uoroscopy [3, 4]. An alternative to these methods
is to use optical sensors in the catheter for its spatial information.
Optical sensors can be used in numerous medical instruments such as endoscopes and catheters as illustrated in Figure 2.1. They are well suited for
the medical environment, since they are small in size, exible, lightweight,
immune to electromagnetic interference and compatible with medical imaging modalities [5]. Thus, they have been utilized in numerous studies to provide feedback from medical instruments. They have been used to monitor
muscle fatigue, cardiac activities and body temperature [68]. In addition,
they have been applied in cardiovascular diagnosis, artery pressure detection, artery detection, intra-aortic balloon pumping, prostatic implants, and
urology [1, 9]. There are also many patents on medical instruments that use
these sensors [1013]. Particularly, FBG sensors are used as force sensors
to recognize the interface between dierent tissues in order to aid in accu22
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rately placing a catheter in the epidural space [14]. They have also been
used to display the shape of a colonoscope and the shape of a needle in realtime [2, 15]. Moreover, FBG sensors have been applied to many dierent
shape sensing applications. They have been used for 3D shape recognition
of solid objects, shape recognition of exible morphine wing and curvature
detection of a continuum manipulator [1618]. The studies presented thus
far use FBG sensors in single core ber however FBG sensors can also be
present in multi-core ber. FBGs in multi-core ber have been shown to
work as curvature sensor and 3D shape sensor [1925].

Multi-core bers

are more expensive than single core bers, whereas the cross sectional area
of the shape sensor with multi-core bers is smaller than the shape sensor
with single core bers.

For certain instruments, such as the one used in

this study, multi-core bers have to be utilized due to the limited space.
Moreover, in multi-core bers the cores are mechanically coupled, the relative distance between the cores remain constant and the cores experience
identical temperature. These properties make multi-core bers more advantageous than single core ber. Therefore, in this study, Fiber Bragg Grating
(FBG) sensors written on multi-core optical bers are used as shape sensors
for exible instruments.
This study is unique for its application of several multi-core bers with
FBGs as a shape sensor for a catheter. More specically, four multi-core
bers are used although a single multi-core ber with 3 or more cores that
have FBG sensors is sucient for reconstructing the shape of a exible
instrument. Redundant number of multi-core bers increases the reliability
of the sensing system against individual FBG sensor failure. A technique
is presented in this article to reconstruct the catheter's center curve based
on measurements from the FBG sensors on the four multi-core bers. The
technique is experimentally validated using Plexiglas plates and 3D printed
rig which serve as ground truth. The theoretical framework utilized in the
study is presented in Section 2.2. This is followed by the description of the
experimental setup and the corresponding shape reconstruction results in
Section 2.3. Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section 2.4.

2.2 Theoretical Framework
This section presents the theoretical framework utilized to reconstruct the
shape of a catheter sensorized by four bers inscribed with FBG sensors.
The shape of the catheter is characterized by its center curve that is described in Section 2.2.3. The proposed reconstruction technique consists of
23
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Figure 2.2: A Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensor reects back a certain

λ ∈ R>0 for a given input and transmits the rest. The
Bragg wavelength λB ∈ R>0 is the wavelength at which the power P ∈ R≥0

range of wavelength,

of the reected spectrum is the highest.

the following four steps. First, the strain on each ber is calculated using
the measurements obtained from the FBG sensors, as presented in Section
2.2.1.

Next, the curvature and the torsion of each ber is calculated us-

ing those strains, Section 2.2.2.

Then, the curvature and torsion of the

catheter's center curve is determined based on the four bers' curvature
and torsion, Section 2.2.3. Lastly, the catheter's center curve is determined
using the calculated curvature and torsion in conjunction with the FrenetSerret equations in Section 2.2.3.

2.2.1 Strain calculation based on FBG sensors
The strain on an individual ber can be calculated at discretized locations
where the FBG sensors are present. An FBG is a periodic or quasi-periodic
modulation of the refractive index of the ber core.

This perturbation

causes light to be coupled from the incident core mode to the core mode
propagated in the opposite direction [26]. Thus, part of the light spectrum
is reected back and the wavelength at which the reection is the highest
is called the Bragg wavelength,

λB ∈ R>0 .

Figure 2.2 illustrates an FBG

sensor and its working principle.
If the FBG sensor experiences strain or change in temperature, then the
Bragg wavelength,

λB ,

is shifted. The Bragg wavelength is related to the

applied strain and temperature as follows [27]:
dλB

λB
where

S∈R

= S d + ΣdT,

is the gauge factor and

Σ∈R

(2.1)

is the temperature sensitivity.

The dierentials dλ, d and dT are of the wavelength, strain and tempera24
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ture, respectively. Integrating (2.1) results in:

ln
where

 ∈ R

λB
= S( − 0 ) + Σ(T − T0 ),
λB0

is the strain,

T ∈ R

T0 ∈ R.

λB0 ∈ R>0 is
0 ∈ R and reference

is the temperature and

the reference Bragg wavelength at the reference strain
temperature

(2.2)

The change in strain and temperature are related

to the FBG sensor measurements by (2.2).

This relation can be used to

obtain the strain when the temperature remains constant i.e.

T = T0

and

the reference strain (0 ) along with the reference Bragg wavelength (λB0 )
are known.

2.2.2 Shape reconstruction for a single multi-core ber
The shape of a ber is reconstructed using the curvature and torsion parameters which can be calculated from the strains on the ber [28]. The
bers used in this study have four cores with multiple sets of FBG sensors.
A section of the ber in pure bending and a set of FBG sensors are shown
in Figure 2.3. A set consists for four FBG sensors that are co-located and
have the same reference wavelength. The sensor sets are distributed along
the length of the ber,

L ∈ R>0 .

The location of the sets on the ber and

other associated quantities such as strains are parametrized using the arc
length parameter,

s ∈ R dened in the interval Ω ⊂ R with Ω = (0, L).

The

arc length is dened for the neutral axis of the ber. The relation between
the strain

i

on an FBG sensor in core

i

and the curvature

κ

is based on

mechanics of a bending beam presented in Chapter 6.3 of [28]. The relation
is given as:

i (s) = −κ(s)yi (s) = −κ(s)ri cos(θi (s)),

(2.3)

: Ω → R is the strain, κ : Ω → R is the curvature and i ∈ {a, b, c, d}
yi : Ω → R is the orthogonal distance
between the neutral surface and the FBG sensor on core i, ri ∈ R>0 is the
where i

is the index of the four cores. Further,

radial distance from the center of the ber cross-section to the FBG sensor

i and θi : Ω → (−π, π] is the angle between the curvature direction
α : Ω → R3 and ri (see Figure 2.3). The curvature direction α(s)

on core
vector

in this study is a unit vector that lies on the plane of a ber cross section.
Further, it is orthogonal to the neutral surface and it points towards the
compressed region of the cross section.
The measurement

i m : Ω → R

from the FBG sensor in core

i

includes

the eects of both the change in strain and temperature experienced by the
25
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Figure 2.3: Multi-core ber with one set of Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors. The arc length of the neutral axis is represented with the variable

s∈R

dened in the interval

a, b, c

cores are

and

d,

Ω⊂R

with

respectively.

sensors, the curvature direction vector
surface.

The angle between

between core

a

α(s)

Ω = (0, L).

The index

i

for the

At a given cross-section with FBG

α(s)

is orthogonal to the neutral

a
θab , θac

and core

and the other cores are

θa , whereas the angles
θad , respectively. The

is

and

radial distance from the center of the ber to the center of the cores are
labeled as

ra , rb , rc

and

rd ,

respectively. The perpendicular distance from

the neutral surface to the cores

a

and

c

are

ya

and

FBG sensor. According to (2.2) the measurement

yc ,

respectively.

im (s)

is

im (s) = Si (i (s) − i0 ) + Σi (T (s) − T0 (s)),
where the subscript

m

(2.4)

denotes a measurement. Substituting (2.3) in (2.4)

results in

im (s) = Si (−κ(s)ri cos(θi (s)) − i0 ) + Σi (T (s) − T0 (s)).
In the following derivations, it is assumed that the term

(2.5)

Σi (T (s) − T0 (s))

in (2.5) is the same for all the four cores due to the close proximity of the
cores. For the ease of the following derivations, the term

Σi (T (s) − T0 (s))

is represented by a new variable t (s). In addition, by selecting the reference
strain to be zero the following equations apply to the measurements from
the sensors in the four cores:
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am (s) = −Sa κ(s)ra cos(θa (s)) + t (s),

(2.6)

bm (s) = −Sb κ(s)rb cos(θa (s) + θab ) + t (s),

(2.7)

cm (s) = −Sc κ(s)rc cos(θa (s) + θac ) + t (s),

(2.8)

dm (s) = −Sd κ(s)rd cos(θa (s) + θad ) + t (s),

(2.9)

2.2.

where

θab =

π
2,

θac = π

and

θad =

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

3π
2 for the multi-core ber used in this

study. The relations given by (2.6)-(2.9) can be represented in matrix form
as follows:

 

am (s)
−Sa ra
0
 bm (s)   0
Sb rb
 

 cm (s)  =  Sc rc
0
dm (s)
0
−Sd rd
| {z } |
{z
M

m (s)

By solving (2.10) for

v(s),



1 
κ(s) cos(θa (s))

1 
κ(s) sin(θa (s))  .
1
t (s)
1 |
{z
}
}
v(s)

a solution for the angle

can be found. The solution

v(s)

θa (s) and curvature κ(s)

from (2.10) can be computed as:

v(s) = M† m (s),
where

M†

(2.11)

M. Using the relation
τ : Ω → R and the angle

is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of

(2.11), the curvature

θa (s)

(2.10)

κ(s),

the torsion

τ (s)

with

can be obtained as follows:

κ(s) =

q

v12 (s) + v22 (s),

θa (s) = atan2 (v2 (s), v1 (s)) ,
dθa (s)
τ (s) =
.
ds

(2.12)
(2.13)
(2.14)

In (2.12), the positive solution is selected for the curvature because the
Frenet-Serret formulation assumes

κ > 0.

The sign of the curvature deter-

mines the direction of bending in a planar curve, however for 3D curves the
torsion is used for the bending direction. The derivative operator introduced
for the torsion parameter

τ (s)

in (2.14) can be numerically approximated

as follows:

τ (s) ≈
where

∆s

θa (s) − θa (s − ∆s)
∆s

(2.15)

is the dierence in the arc length between the two consecutive

FBG sensor sets. Consequently, the curvature and torsion for a single ber
can be found using (2.12) and (2.14) at the locations where the FBG sensor
sets are present.

2.2.3 Center curve reconstruction for a catheter
The curvature (2.12) and torsion (2.14) derived for an individual ber in the
previous section are used to obtain the curvature and torsion of the center
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Figure 2.4: a) The center curve of the catheter with the Frenet-Serret frames
b) Catheter with four multi-core bers where each ber is represented with

β 4 : Ω → R3 ,
respectively. The distance from the center of the catheter to ber 4 is
d4 ∈ R>0 . The angles from the reference x-axis to ber 2, 3, and 4 are φ2 ,
φ3 and φ4 , respectively. The center curve of the catheter is γ(s) where s is

a curve

β 1 : Ω → R3 , β 2 : Ω → R3 , β 3 : Ω → R3

and

the arc length parameter of the curve.

curve of the catheter shown in Figure 2.4. In the following derivation, it is
assumed that the center curve is represented as a unit speed space curve that
is smooth and has a non-zero curvature along its arc length [29]. This curve
can be reconstructed with the knowledge of its own curvature
and torsion

τe : Ω → R

κ
e:Ω→R

parameters using the Frenet-Serret equations as

follows:
dγ(s)
ds
dT(s)
ds
dN(s)
ds
dB(s)
ds

= T(s),

(2.16)

=κ
e(s)N(s),

(2.17)

= −e
κ(s)T(s) + τe(s)B(s),

(2.18)

= −e
τ (s)N(s),

(2.19)

γ : Ω → R3 is the position vector, T : Ω → R3 , N : Ω → R3 and
B : Ω → R3 are the tangent, the normal and the bi-normal orthogonal
where

vectors, respectively. The relations (2.16)-(2.19) can be rewritten in matrix
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form as follows:
d
ds
where the pose

X(s) = X(s)A(s),

(2.20)

X(s) : Ω → SE(3) and the twist A(s) : Ω → se(3) are given

by:



 

R(s) γ(s)
T(s) N(s) B(s) γ(s)
X(s) =
=
(2.21)
0T3
1
0
0
0
1


0
−e
κ(s)
0
1
κ
e(s)
0
−e
τ (s) 0
.
(2.22)
A(s) = 
 0
τe(s)
0
0
0
0
0
0


In (2.21), R(s) = T(s) N(s) B(s) with R : Ω → SO(3) describes
the orthonormal frame in terms of the vectors T(s), N(s), and B(s) [30].
Further, 03 is a three dimensional vector of zeros. The aforementioned frame
is illustrated at three dierent locations on the center curve of the catheter
in Figure 2.4a. In order to reconstruct the center curve described by the
position vector

γ(s),

the relation (2.20) should be solved. The solution to

(2.20) can be obtained assuming that

A(s)

is held constant between two

consecutive discretized locations on the center curve. Thus, Equation 2.20
can be discretized as:

X(s + ∆s) = X(s) exp (A(s)∆s) .
Consequently, the position vector

γ(s)

(2.23)

can be extracted from the last col-

umn of the solution given by (2.23). The center curve of the catheter described by the vector
by

βj : Ω →

γ(s)

and the shape of each individual ber described

R3 (see Figure 2.4b) are related as follows:
βj (s) = γ(s) + dj (−cos(φj )N (s) + sin(φj )B(s))

where

j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

is the index of the ber.

distance from the center of the catheter to the

Further,

j th

dj ∈ R>0

(2.24)
is the

ber's center and

φj

is

x axis and the vector from the center of the catheter
j th ber (see Figure 2.4b) [29]. For a given small dj
βj (s) ≈ γ(s) holds. Consequently, the curvature and torsion

the angle between the
to the center of the
in (2.24),

calculated for the bers can be used for the reconstruction of the center
curve of the catheter.
The theoretical framework described throughout the Section 2.2 can be
implemented using the Algorithms 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The following
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algorithms are described for the case of

6

FBG sensor sets and

118

inter-

polation points. However, they can be generalized to arbitrary numbers of
FBG sensor sets and interpolation points.

Algorithm 1 Reconstruction of the center curve of the catheter. Input
is a

4×6

matrix; each column is the data from one FBG set on the

ber. Output

γ

is a

3 × 118

matrix that holds the 3D co-ordinates of the

118 points of the catheter's center curve. Variables

1 × 6 vectors. Variables κinterp , τ interp
a 4 × 4 matrix
Input: λi where i = (1, 2, 3, 4)
Output: γ
are

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

λi
ith

and

l

κi , τ i , κcath and τ cath
1 × 118 vectors. X0 is

are

ReconstructCath :
for

i = 1 to 4 do
[κi , τ i ] ← getShape (λi )

end for

κcath ← mean(κ1 , κ2 , κ3 , κ4 )
τ cath ← mean(τ 1 , τ 2 , τ 3 , τ 4 )
κinterp ← linear interpolation κcath
τ interp ← linear interpolation τ cath
l ← points on catheter center curve at
τ cath are interpolated
X0 ← initial condition
γ ← reconstruct ( κinterp , τ interp , l, X0 )
return γ

which the values of

κcath

and

2.3 Experiments
The reconstruction technique presented in Section 2.2 is validated with experimental setup that is described in Section 2.3.1 and the results are given
in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Experimental setup
The hardware used in the experiments is shown in Figure 2.5. The catheter
is 2.5 mm in diameter and has 4 segments that are interlocked and the
segments can slide relative to each other [32]. Every segment has a channel,
thus four multi-core bers can be placed in the catheter. The bers have
four cores that are straight and in a cross sectional view of the ber the
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Algorithm 2 The getShape function in Algorithm 1. Input λ is 4×6 matrix,
each column is the data from one FBG set on the ber. Output

1×6

vectors, the

ith

κ and τ

element is the curvature and torsion value at the

FBG set location on the ber. The value

are

ith

ra = rb = rc = rd = 25.46 µm, this

is from the manufacture's datasheet for the ber. The strain gauge factor

Sa = Sb = Sc = Sd = 0.777 that is

the default value from the interrogator's

user manual [31].

Input:

λ

Output:

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

κ, τ

getShape :

for

j = 1 to 6 do
i = 1 to 4 do
λ(i, j)
m (i) ← ln
λB0 (i, j)

for

end for

κ(j) ←
τ (j) ←

solution to (2.12)
solution to (2.15)

end for
return [

κ, τ ]

cores fall on the corners of a 36

µm

wide square.

There are 6 sets of 10

mm long FBG sensors that are equally spaced over a distance of 118 mm
on every ber. A set consists of 4 FBG sensors, one on each core, with the
same reference Bragg wavelength. The sets are inscribed using continuous
wave frequency-doubled Argon-ion laser and a phase mask technique. The
FBG sensors are simultaneously inscribed in all the cores, as a result the
FBG sensors in all cores are co-located and have the same wavelength. The
reference Bragg wavelength of the FBG sensors is unique for every set. The
data from the FBG sensors of one set is required for the curvature and
torsion calculations. Thus, every ber has 6 locations where the curvature
and torsion can be calculated. The fan-out box holds four fan-outs, each
fan-out connects the 4 cores of a multi-core ber to four single core bers.
The 16 outputs from the fan-out box are merged to 4 outputs using four

1×4

optical couplers in order to measure them using the channels of the

interrogator. Lastly, the interrogator is the device which provides the light
source and measures the reected light from the FBGs in the bers.
The catheter is designed by the Mechatronics In Medicine Lab (London,
United Kingdom) and produced by Xograph (Stonehouse, United Kingdom). The FBG sensors are inscribed on the multi-core ber in the iTeam
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Algorithm 3 The

l

are

1 × 118

reconstruct

vectors.

κ

and

function in Algorithm 1. The inputs

τ

catheter's center curve at the arclength given in

4×4

κ, τ ,

contain the curvature and torsion of the

l,

respectively.

X0

is a

matrix that holds the initial value of the catheter's center curve.

Input:

κ, τ , l, X0
Output: ρ

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

reconstruct :

X(1) ← X0
ρ ← the fourth column of X(1)
for i = 1 to 118 do

0
−e
κ(i)
0
1
 κ
e
(i)
0
−e
τ
(i)
0
A←
 0
τe(i)
0
0
0
0
0
0
if






from (2.22)

i > 1 then
δ ← l(i) − l(i − 1)

else

δ←1
end if

X(i + δ) ← X(i) exp(Aδ) from (2.23)
ρ(i + δ) ← the fourth column of X(i + δ)
end for
return

ρ

lab (Valencia, Spain). The multi-core bers and the fan-outs are from Fibercore (Southampton Science Park, United Kingdom) and the product number is FAN-4C and SM-4C1500, respectively. The optical couplers are from
Newport Corporation (California, USA) with the product number F-CPLB14350-FCAPC. The model of the interrogator is FBG-scan 840D from
FBGS International NV (Geel, Belgium).
The catheter is sensorized by inserting four multi-core bers into the
channels of the catheter's segments and xing the bers at the base of
the catheter.

The experiments to validate the reconstruction procedure

consists of placing the sensorized catheter in known congurations and observing the error between the known conguration and the reconstructed
catheter shape. The values of curvature and torsion in the congurations
were selected such that they are similar to the values expected in future
in-vitro and ex-vivo studies. Past experiments with similar catheters show
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Table 2.1: Description of the ground truth congurations. C1 and C2 are
planar curves with constant curvature.

C3 - C5 are planar curves and

the curvature increases linearly along the arc length.

C6 - C8 are three

dimensional curves with constant curvature and constant torsion.
Cong

Curvature (mm

−1 )

−1 )

Torsion (mm

0.0057
0.0020

C1

constant:

C2

constant:

C3

linearly varying:

C4

linearly varying:

C5

linearly varying:

C6

constant:

C7

constant:

C8

constant:

constant:
constant:

4e−3
4e−3
4e−3

16.7e−3
14.3e−3
12.5e−3

to
to
to

12.5e−3
10e−3
8.3e−3

constant:
constant:
constant:
constant:
constant:
constant:

0
0
0
0
0
2.77e−4
6.11e−4
3.12e−4

−1 to 0.02 mm−1 ;

that it can take on curvatures in the range of 0.002 mm

thus, the curvature values within that range are selected for the congurations. The catheter is expected to have minimal torsion as a result small
torsion values are used in this study [33]. Table 2.1 gives the description
of the eight congurations used for validating the reconstruction procedure

Figure 2.5: a) The experimental setup consists of an interrogator, a coupler
box, a fan-out box, multi-core bers and a multi-segment catheter.

b)

The catheter consists of four segments and channels for multi-core ber. c)
Photograph of the multi-core ber's cross sectional view under a microscope.
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Figure 2.6: Representative images of the ground truth congurations. a)
Computer Aided Design (CAD) model of conguration C1, which is a planar
curve with a constant curvature of 0.0057 mm

−1 . Congurations C1 till C5

are created by laser cutting Plexiglas plates. b) CAD model of conguration
C7, which is a curve with constant curvature of 14.3e

−3 and constant torsion

−4 . Congurations C6 till C8 are 3D printed.
of 6.11e

and the Computer Aided Design (CAD) of congurations C1 and C7 are
illustrated in Figure 2.6.

2.3.2 Shape Reconstruction Results
The sensorized catheter is placed in all of the congurations described in
Table 2.1.

For every conguration the data from the interrogator is col-

lected and the catheter's center curve is reconstructed oine in MATLAB
according to Algorithm 1. The reconstruction of the ber and the catheter
is compared to the ground truth via absolute error

Table 2.2:

Catheter Reconstruction errors.

max(ren ) where

re

and

ren

re ∈ R≥0 ,

re =

normalized

max(re ) and

are from (2.25) and (2.26), respectively.

ren =
rem is

from (2.27).
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C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

C7

C8

re (mm)
ren (%)
rem (mm)

0.96

0.19

0.54

0.82

1.05

0.49

0.84

0.41

0.9

0.2

0.8

0.7

0.9

0.4

0.7

0.4

0.44

0.12

0.35

0.13

0.21

0.13

0.23

0.12

2.4.

error

ren ∈ R≥0

and mean error

rem ∈ R≥0

CONCLUSIONS

which is calculated as follows:

re (k) = krgt (k) − γ(k)k,
re (k)
ren (k) =
,
k
n
1X
rem =
re (k),
n

(2.25)
(2.26)

(2.27)

k=1

where,

k ∈ Z≥0

representing the 118 points along the arc length at which

the error calculation is conducted,

γ

rgt ∈ R3

is the ground truth curve and

is the reconstruction based on proposed technique from Section 2.2. The

reconstruction and the error

re

in reconstruction over the arc length for

re =
ren = max(ren ) in conjunction with the mean error for catheter

the catheter is shown in Figure 2.7 and the maximum error measures
max(re ) and

is given in Table 2.2.
The reconstruction error

re

as dened in (2.25) is shown in Figure 2.7b

and 2.7d. The error increases with the arc length because the reconstruction
is conducted by numerical integration thus the error accumulates. However,
the maximum absolute error and maximum mean error in the 8 congurations is 1.05 mm and 0.44 mm, respectively. This error can be due to the
dierence between the catheter center curve and the conguration curve
caused by placement inaccuracies during the experiments. It could also be
due to misalignment in the longitudinal axis of the FBGs in the four bers
due to misplacement of the bers in the catheter. Lastly, since the bers
were not xed along the length of the catheter the twist experienced by the
catheter may not be transferred completely to the bers.

2.4 Conclusions
A shape reconstruction technique which uses redundant number of multicore bers with FBG sensors as shape sensor for exible medical instruments
is proposed in this work.

The technique is validated on a multi-segment

catheter where each segment contains a multi-core ber with FBG sensors
inscribed on it. The presence of several multi-core bers increases the reliability of the shape sensing system against sensor failure. The proposed
technique is experimentally validated for 8 dierent congurations where
a maximum reconstruction error of 1.05 mm is observed.

Further, it can

be deduced that shape sensing using several multi-core bers for exible
medical instruments is feasible.
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Figure 2.7: a) Reconstruction plots of the planar curves, conguration C1C5. b) The error

re

plot along the arc length of the catheter for the planar

curves, conguration C1-C5. c) Reconstruction plots of the 3D curves, conguration C6-C8. d) The error

re

plot along the arc length of the catheter

for the 3D curves, conguration C6-C8.
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Chapter 3

Pose Measurement
Abstract
Accurate navigation of exible medical instruments like catheters require
the knowledge of its pose, that is its position and orientation.

In this

chapter multi-core bers inscribed with ber Bragg gratings (FBG) are
utilized as sensors to measure the pose of a multi-segment catheter.

A

reconstruction technique that provides the pose of such a ber is presented.
First, the measurement from the Bragg gratings are converted to strain
then the curvature is deduced based on those strain calculations.

Next,

the curvature and the Bishop frame equations are used to reconstruct the
ber.

This technique is validated through experiments where the mean

error in position and orientation is observed to be less than 4.69 mm and
6.48 degrees, respectively. The main contributions of the study are the use
of Bishop frames in the reconstruction and the experimental validation of
the acquired pose.

3.1 Introduction
Flexible medical instruments are frequently used for procedures in cardiology and urology. Accurate navigation of these instruments require spatial
information such as the pose, as shown in Figure 3.1. Conventionally, uoroscopy or ultrasound are used to monitor these instruments, even though
both methods have their drawbacks [1].

Fluoroscopy exposes the patient

to contrast agents and to radiation. In addition, the workow of the procedure is disrupted to allow the medical personnel time to retreat during
imaging.

On the other hand, ultrasound images have low resolution and
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the instruments can cause artifacts [2].

Thus, there is a need to develop

imaging and other sensing techniques to acquire the spatial information of
exible instruments.
In the literature there are studies that used endoscopic images for retrieving spatial information of exible instruments.

Relink

et al .

used

markers on an instrument and a state estimator to acquire the position
of the instrument [3].

Cabaras

et al .

used feature detection along with

learning methods to detect the pose of a exible instrument from monocular endoscopic images [4]. Although these studies show the feasibility of
acquiring the instrument tip position from endoscopic images; they require
an unobstructed view of the surgical site.

Thus, they are dicult to use

in practice and are applicable only to procedures that use endoscopes. An
alternative technology that mitigates the requirement of unobstructed view
is electromagnetic (EM) tracking. However, it has a limited workspace and
the tracking accuracy degrades signicantly in the presence of electronic and
metallic instruments [5]. Thus, EM tracking is better suited for controlled
environments than clinical settings.
Another approach for acquiring spatial information is using optical bers.
This is an attractive approach due to the compatibility of the sensors with
the medical environment. Optical bers are biocompatible, nontoxic, immune to electromagnetic interference and sterilizable [6]. In addition, they
are small and highly exible, and thus can be easily integrated into medical
instruments [1] [7].

Sareh

et al .

have used the bend sensitivity of opti-

cal bers to get the pose of the instrument tip [8].

This approach leads

to low-cost sensing hardware, but multiple bers are required that must be
routed in a specic manner and it has a complex calibration procedure. The
required routing renders it inapplicable to instruments like catheters and
needles.

These issues can be mitigated by employing ber Bragg grating

(FBG) sensors in the optical bers.
Moore

et al .

calculated the shape of a multi-core ber with FBG sensors

using Frenet-Serret equations [9]. Numerous other studies have used FBG
sensors for sensing shape of exible instruments such as colonoscope, needle
and catheter.

Xinhua

et al .

acquired the shape of a colonoscope from

optical bers with FBG sensors in order to reduce the probability of loop
formation during colonoscopy [10]. Park

et al .

placed optical bers with

two sets of FBG sensors on a needle to provide tip deection, bend prole
and temperature compensation [11].

Roesthuis

et al .

acquired the 3D

shape of a needle using four sets of FBG sensors in optical bers [12]. Khan

et al .
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Figure 3.1: Top: A exible instrument model placed in a vascular phantom.

s with
{M1 (s),

Bottom: Ideal reconstruction of the instrument along the arc length
position given as a curve,

γ(s),

and the orientation as a frame

M2 (s), T(s)}.
using multi-core bers with six sets of FBGs in each ber [13].
Henken

et al .

Lastly,

calculated the needle tip deection based on strains derived

from measurements from two sets of FBG sensors [14]. Nevertheless, these
studies have focused on acquiring only the position of the instrument.
The study presented in this chapter extends the use of FBG sensors for
acquiring the orientation of an instrument in addition to its position. This
information can be utilized for improving the navigation accuracy of exible
medical instruments. The sensors are written in multi-core bers instead
of being written on several single-core bers due to the space restriction in
these instruments. The contributions of this study include the use of Bishop
frames in the reconstruction and validation of the acquired pose. The reconstruction technique is described in Section 3.2, followed by the experiments,
discussion and conclusion in Section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.

3.2 Theory
This section outlines the technique for reconstructing a multi-core ber
with FBG sensors. The ber is modeled as a regular unit-speed space curve
that is reconstructed in Euclidean space using curvature vectors and Bishop
frame equations [15] [16]. The curvature vectors of the ber are calculated
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at every FBG sensor set using strains that are derived from the wavelength
measurements of the sensors in the set.

Description of FBG sensor and

the derivation of strain values is given in Section 3.2.1, followed by an
explanation of the curvature vector calculation in Section 3.2.2. Lastly, the
reconstruction using Bishop frame equations is presented in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.1 Fiber Bragg Grating for Strain Measurement
An FBG reects back a narrow band of wavelengths from the optical input
and transmits the rest. The reection is due to the grating being a periodic
variation in the refractive index of the ber over a short segment.

The

properties of the grating are altered by strain and temperature; as a result
the reected wavelength band shifts when a change in strain or change
in temperature is experienced by the grating [17]. The wavelength which
has the highest reection is called the Bragg wavelength,

λB ∈ R>0 .

It is

related to strain and temperature on the grating according to the following
equation [18]:

ln
where,

∈R

S ∈ R

λB
= S( − 0 ) + Σ(T − T0 ),
λB0

is the gauge factor;

is the strain and

T ∈R

Σ ∈ R

(3.1)

is the temperature sensitivity;

is temperature.

λB0 , 0

and

T0

are the initial

values of the Bragg wavelength, strain and temperature, respectively.
In this study, the initial Bragg wavelength

λB0
0

ber is straight so that the ber is strain-free and

is collected when the
can be assumed to be

zero. In addition, an FBG sensor is placed in the central core of the ber
so that the strain on the sensor is zero when the ber is bent and the term

Σ(T − T0 )

can be acquired from it. The value of

λB

is measured and

S

is

a known constant. Thus, the strain on an FBG sensor can be calculated.
The next section presents the details on acquiring the curvature vectors
of the ber given the arrangement of the FBG sensors within the ber and
their strain values.

3.2.2 Curvature Vector
The curve representing the ber can be reconstructed if the curvature vectors are known for the complete length of the curve.

In this study, the

curvature vectors are acquired from sets of FBG sensors placed along the
length of the multi-core ber. Each set of FBG sensors contains four colocated FBGs, one in the center core and three in the outer cores as shown
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Figure 3.2: 1) A segment of the multi-core ber in its initial conguration.
The four cores of the ber are labeled

a, b, c

and

d.

Three sets of ber

Bragg gratings (FBG) sensors and their local frames for curvature vector
calculation are shown.

2) The segment of the multi-core ber in a bent

conguration. 3) The ber cross section at the second set of FBG sensors
when the ber is bent.

The variables required for the curvature vector

yi ∈ R>0 (where i ∈ a, b, c, d) is the perpendicular
i to the neutral bending axis; ri ∈ R>0
is the radial distance from the center to core i; θi ∈ (−π, π] is the angle
from ri to the curvature vector; θba is the angle between rb and ra and θca
is the angle between rc and ra .
calculation are illustrated;

distance from the FBG sensor on core

in Figure 3.2. An orthogonal frame is attached to each FBG set such that
the

x

and

y

axis are on the ber cross section and the

x

axis is from the

center of the ber to one of the outer core, see Figure 3.2. The curvature
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vector for a set is calculated with respect to the allocated orthogonal frame
by utilizing the relation between curvature and strain provided by the theory of bending mechanics [19]. The strain experienced by the FBG sensors
on the outer cores is proportional to their perpendicular distance from the
neutral bending axis. Adapting the sign convention for the strain to be positive for tension and negative for compression, the relation between strain
and curvature is as follows:

i (s) = −κ(s)yi (s) = −κ(s)ri cos(θi (s)),

(3.2)

s ∈ R is the parameter for the arc length of the ber and is dened in
Ω ⊂ R such that Ω = (0, L); L ∈ R>0 is the length of the ber.
i (s) ∈ R>0 is the strain on the FBG in core i ∈ {a, b, c, d}; κ(s) ∈ R>0 is
the magnitude of curvature; yi (s) ∈ R is the perpendicular distance from
the FBG in core i to the neutral axis; ri ∈ R>0 is the radial distance from
the center to core i; and θi (s) ∈ (−π, π] is the angle from ri to the curvature
where,

the interval

vector. These variables are illustrated in Figure 3.2.3.
The curvature value

κ(s)

and the angle

θa (s)

are the magnitude and

angle of the curvature vector for the set of FBG sensors at arc length
the ber. The location of the FBG sensor set on the ber is known

κ(s)

and

θs (s)

s

of

a priori ;

are acquired from the four FBG sensor measurements at a

Bi (s)
s using the following method. Let ξi (s) = ln λλB0i
(s) , where λBi (s) is
the measured Bragg wavelength and λB0i (s) is the Bragg wavelength when
no strain is applied on the ber so that 0 = 0, then from (3.1)

location

ξi (s) = Si (s) + ct (s),
ct (s) = Σ(Ti (s) − T0i (s))

where

(3.3)

and is assumed to be the same in all the

FBG sensors that are in one set due to their close proximity. The strain
value

d

d is set to be zero because it is on
ξd (s) = ct (s). Given these assumptions and

from the FBG sensor in core

the neutral bending axis, thus

substituting (3.2) into (3.3) the following set of equations hold:

where,

rc

and

ξa (s) − ξd (s) = −Sκ(s)ra cos(θa (s)),

(3.4)

ξb (s) − ξd (s) = −Sκ(s)rb cos(θa (s) + θba ),

(3.5)

ξc (s) − ξd (s) = −Sκ(s)rc cos(θa (s) + θca ),

(3.6)

θba is the angle between rb and ra ; similarly, θca is the angle between
ra . Applying trigonometric angle sum identities, Equations (3.4)-

(3.6) can be represented as a matrix equation
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ξ(s) = Cv(s),

(3.7)

where,





ξa (s) − ξd (s)
−Sra
0
ξ(s) =  ξb (s) − ξd (s) , C = −Srb cos(θba ) Srb sin(θba ),
ξc (s) − ξd (s)
−Src cos(θca ) Src sin(θca )

 

κ(s) cos(θa (s))
v1 (s)
.
=
v(s) =
κ(s) sin(θa (s))
v2 (s)
The components of

v(s)

can be solved using the pseudo-inverse of

C

v(s) = C† ξ(s),
then using the denition of

v(s)

(3.8)

from (3.7),

q
κ(s) = v12 (s) + v22 (s),

(3.9)

θa (s) = atan2 (v2 (s), v1 (s)) .
The parameters

κ(s)

and

θa (s)

(3.10)

give the curvature vector of the ber for

one set of FBG sensors at location

s.

This calculation can be repeated for

all the FBG sensor sets on the ber to get the curvature vectors which are
required for the reconstruction as explained in the next subsection.

3.2.3 Reconstruction
The Bishop frame is used to reconstruct the curve that represents the ber.
It is selected over the more common Frenet-Serret frame because it has
less restrictions on the curve than the Frenet-Serret frame [16].

More

specically, Bishop frame is valid for curves that are twice dierentiable
whereas Frenet-Serret frame require three times dierentiability. This enables Bishop frames to be better suited for curves that have local linearity
or discontinuity in curvature; as demonstrated in simulation by Shiyuan

al.

[20].

Let

s consists
M2 (s) ∈ R3 .
at

γ(s) ∈ R3

be the position vector of the curve.

of three orthonormal vectors

et

The frame

T(s) ∈ R3 , M1 (s) ∈ R3 ,

and

The derivatives of the position and the frame with respect to
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Figure 3.3: Spectra from the four cores labeled

a, b, c,

and

d

of a ber

as provided by the software of the interrogator FBG-scan 804D (FBGS
International NV (Geel, Belgium)). The raw values in the y-axis of the plots
are the output of the interrogator and they are the result of normalization
by the saturation value of the interrogator's light sensors.

the arc length of the curve are as follows [16]:

d γ(s)
= T(s),
ds
d T(s)
= k1 (s)M1 (s) + k2 (s)M2 (s),
ds

d M1 (s)
= −k1 (s)T(s),
ds
d M2 (s)
= −k2 (s)T(s).
ds
In this study, the parameters

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)

k1 (s) ∈ R and k2 (s) ∈ R are calculated
κ(s) and θa (s) using the following

from the values of the curvature vector
relation:

This gives values of
The values of

k1 (s)

k1 (s) = v1 (s) = κ(s)cos(θa (s)),

(3.15)

k2 (s) = v2 (s) = κ(s)sin(θa (s)).

(3.16)

k1 (s) and k2 (s) at the locations of the FBG sensor sets.
and k2 (s) in between the FBG sensor set locations are

estimated using linear interpolation. The interpolated values are denoted
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ke1 (s)

and

ke2 (s).

γ(s)

The position

EXPERIMENTS

and the frame {M1 (s), M2 (s), T(s)}

are solved using the following matrix form of (3.11)-(3.14):

d
X(s) = X(s)A(s),
ds

(3.17)

where,



T(s) M1 (s) M2 (s) γ(s)
,
X(s) =
0
0
0
1


0
−ke1 (s) −ke2 (s) 1
e

0
0
0
k (s)
A(s) =  1
.
ke2 (s)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
The discretized solution to (3.17) assuming
two consecutive values of

ke1 (s),

and

ke2 (s)

A(s)

(3.18)

(3.19)

is held constant between

is given as:

X(s + ∆s) = X(s) exp (A(s)∆s) .

L is the length of the ber. The
T
initial position is assumed to be γ(0) = [ 0 0 0 ] and the orientation to be
T
T
M1 (0) = [ 1 0 0 ] , M2 (0) = [ 0 1 0 ] , T(0) = [ 0 0 1 ]T .
The tip pose is given by

X(L),

(3.20)

where

The reconstruction technique presented in Section 3.2 is empirically validated in the next Section.

3.3 Experiments
Three dierent experiments are conducted to validate the reconstructed
pose using the technique presented in Section 3.2. Particularly, the tip pose
is used for validation since the reconstruction error is the largest there due
to the accumulation of error over the length in (3.20). The dierence in tip
pose between the reconstruction and the ground truth is calculated using
three measures; one measure is the magnitude of the error in position
the second is the angle between the orientation vector

φe ∈ R,

re ∈ R,

and the last

measure is the dierence in the rotation angles about the orientation vector

θe ∈ R.

The error measures are calculated as follows:
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Figure 3.4: a) Cross-section and side view of the bers utilized for the experiments. Each ber has seven cores with eight groups of ber Bragg grating
(FBG) sensors. Two groups of sensors and the ber cross-section are shown.
A set of sensors used for the curvature vector calculations consists of four
out of the seven sensors, as highlighted on the cross-section with gray discs.
b) Photograph of the four-segment catheter used in the experiments along
with an inset that shows the tip.

Each segment can move independently

in the axial direction and has two channels that are utilized for an electromagnetic (EM) sensor and a ber.

where,

k ∈ Z≥0

re (k) = kr(k) − rgt (k)k


vgt (k) · v(k)
−1
φe (k) = cos
kvgt (k)kkv(k)k

(3.21)

θe (k) = kθ(k) − θgt (k)k

(3.23)

represents the sample of the data;

r(k) ∈ R3

(3.22)

is the recon-

3
structed tip position; rgt (k) ∈ R is the ground truth of the tip position;
3
v(k) ∈ R is the reconstructed tip orientation vector, vgt (k) ∈ R3 is the
true orientation vector,

θ(k) ∈ R is the angle of rotation about the reconθgt (k) ∈ R is the angle of rotation about the

structed orientation vector and

true orientation vector. Details on the hardware and software for the experiments are given in Section 3.3.1. Descriptions of the three experiments
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Fan-out boxes

Interrogator
Coupler
Curve 1
Catheter
Curve 2

Curve 3

Multi-core ber

Figure 3.5: Setup for Experiment 1. The catheter is sensorized with four
multi-core bers that have ber Bragg gratings (FBG); each catheter segment has one ber. The experiment utilizes four multi-core bers, fan-out
boxes, interrogator, coupler, catheter, and three molds.

and the results are given in Sections 3.3.2, 3.3.3 and 3.3.4. Registration between the reference frame of the bers and the reference frame of the ground
truth is conducted for each experiment.

A set of points in each frame is

collected and the transformation between the frames is solved using least
square estimation [21].

3.3.1 Setup
The hardware for the three experiments consists of a four-segment catheter,
four multi-core bers with eight sets of FBG sensors, an interrogator, four
fan out boxes and a coupler. In addition, Experiment 1 includes 3D printed
molds; Experiment 2 and 3 uses four EM sensors placed at the tip of the four
segments; lastly, Experiment 3 utilizes a gelatin phantom and an actuation
unit. The setup for Experiments 1, 2 and 3 are shown in Figures 3.5, 3.7
and 3.9, respectively.

Table 3.1: The curvature and torsion along the arc length of the centerline
in the molds used for Experiment 1.
Conguration
Curve 1: Single bend
Curve 2: Double bend
Curve 3: Space curve

Curvature (mm
constant:

−1 )

3.3e−3

−3 to
linear: 2.5e
constant:

1.0e−2

−2.5e−3

−1 )

Torsion (mm
constant:

0

constant:

0

constant:

2.2e−2
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The FBG sensors are written using the Draw Tower Grating technique
on all the cores at eight locations on each of the four bers [22]. The spectra from a strain-free ber are shown in Figure 3.3.

The nominal Bragg

wavelength dier between consecutive FBG sensors by 2.4 nm and the
wavelength range on the four bers are 15131529.8 nm, 1532.21549 nm,
1551.41568.2 nm, and 1570.61587.4 nm. As shown in Figure 3.4a, every
sensor is 5 mm long and the sensor sets are 14 mm apart which means the
sensorized section of each ber is 103 mm. The core and the cladding of
the ber are composed of fused silica and their refractive indices are 1.454
and 1.444, respectively.

The operating temperature range of the ber is

◦
◦
-20 C to 200 C [23]. FBGS International NV (Geel, Belgium) supplied the
bers with FBG sensors, the value of the gauge factor

S = 0.777 in (1),

the

interrogator (FBG-scan 804D), four fan out boxes and a coupler [24].
The catheter is 2.5 mm in diameter and manufactured with medicalgrade polymer by Xograph Healthcare Ltd. (Gloucestershire, United Kingdom). It is illustrated in Figure 3.4b. Further information on the catheter
manufacturing procedure and material properties are given in Watts

al. [25].

et

The shape of the catheter can be controlled with the relative dier-

ence in the insertion length of the segments. The insertion of each catheter
segment is controlled and executed by the actuation box that is described
in Watts

et al . [25].

The EM sensor is part of the Aurora System from NDI Medical (Ontario,
Canada), it is 0.3 mm in diameter and has ve degrees of freedom which
include position in three dimensions, pitch and yaw. The root mean square

◦ in position and orientation,

error of the EM sensors is 0.70 mm and 0.20
respectively [26].

The gelatin phantom is produced to mimic soft brain tissue from 4.5%
by weight bovine gelatin [27]. The 3D printed molds and the actuation unit
are designed and built in-house. The software used in the experiments is
also developed in-house for Ubuntu 16.04.

3.3.2 Experiment 1: Static tests
A four-segment catheter with four bers is placed in 3D printed molds and
the reconstructed catheter tip pose is compared to the tip pose of the mold's
centerline.

Table 3.1 describes the curves that form the centerline of the

three molds.

Each ber is reconstructed using (3.20) and the catheter's

centerline is calculated as the mean of the reconstructed position and orientation of the bers at particular arc lengths. Data from Curve 1 are used
to solve for the transformation between the reconstruction frame and the
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ground truth frame.
The reconstruction of the catheter centerline is validated by the error in
the tip pose. The error measures of (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) are used where

v(k)

is the axis and

θ(k)

is the angle from the axis-angle representation

of the tip orientation frame {M1 (L), M2 (L), T(L)} and
sample

k.

Similarly, the ground truth values

Figure 3.6:

r(k) is γ(L) at
rgt (k), θgt (k) and vgt (k) are

The ground truth and the reconstruction plots of the three

γ(s) ∈ R3 , is the
3
reconstructed curve, where s ∈ R is the arc length parameter. M1 (L) ∈ R ,
3
3
M2 (L) ∈ R and T(L) ∈ R represent the orientation at the curve's tip.
3
3
3
3
Similarly, γ gt (s) ∈ R , M1gt (L) ∈ R , M2gt (L) ∈ R , Tgt (L) ∈ R are the
3
analogous values from the ground truth. Lastly, γ gt (L) ∈ R is the ground

curves from one sample in Experiment 1. In the legend,

truth curve's tip position.
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Table 3.2: Mean (r̄e ,

φ̄e , θ̄e )

and standard deviation (σre ,

σφe , σθe )

of the

error in catheter tip pose from (3.21), (3.22) and (3.23) over the samples
collected for each curve in Experiment 1.
Curve 1

Curve 2

Curve 3

(mm)

0.09 (0.03)

1.45 (0.06)

1.73 (0.05)

φ̄e (σφe )

(degree)

1.01 (0.09)

0.66 (0.04)

0.37 (0.03)

θ̄e (σθe )

(degree)

0.34 (0.06)

0.32 (0.05)

1.94 (0.06)

r̄e (σre )

acquired from the mold's centerline curve. For this experiment the ground
truth values are constant for all samples. The mean of the error measures
and the standard deviation given in Table 3.2 are over all samples.

The

reconstruction and the ground truth from a sample of the three curves are
shown in Figure 3.6.

3.3.3 Experiment 2: Dynamic tests conducted in air
In this experiment, the catheter is moved in air by manually pushing on
it from dierent directions. The objective is to validate the reconstruction
by comparing the reconstructed ber tip pose to an EM sensor pose. Each
of the catheter's four segments is sensorized with a ber and an EM sensor, which is placed at the segment's tip.

The four bers' tip pose from

the reconstruction and the four EM sensors' pose are collected over time.

EM Field
Generator

Catheter

Interrogator

Fan-out boxes

Coupler

Multi-core ber

Figure 3.7: Setup for Experiment 2. The catheter is sensorized with ber
Bragg gratings (FBG) inscribed multi-core bers and electromagnetic (EM)
sensors.

The hardware utilized consists of four multi-core bers, fan-out

boxes, interrogator, coupler, four-segment catheter, four electromagnetic
(EM) sensors and EM eld generator.
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The catheter is manually moved for three trials and an additional trial is
conducted in order to solve for the transformation between the EM sensor
frame and the reconstruction frame.

The tip pose of each ber is recon-

structed using (3.20) and it is compared to the pose of the EM sensor in the
same segment as the ber. The error is calculated using (3.21) and (3.22)

r(k) is γ(L) and v(k) is T(L) at sample k . The value for rgt (k)
vgt (k) are acquired from the EM sensor measurements. Since the EM

where,
and

sensors have 5 degrees of freedom, the rotation about the orientation axis is
not available. Table 3.3 gives the mean and standard deviation of the error
measures among all the segments over the duration of every trial. The trajectory of a ber tip and of the corresponding EM sensor during the rst
trial is given in Figure 3.8.

3.3.4 Experiment 3: Dynamic tests conducted in gelatin
The catheter is inserted into a gelatin phantom that mimics soft brain
tissue [25].

The aim is to validate the reconstruction when distributed

force is applied along the catheter from the environment.
is sensorized as in Experiment 2.

The catheter

Three insertions into the phantom are

Figure 3.8: The trajectory traced by an electromagnetic (EM) sensor and
the corresponding ber tip placed in the catheter during Trial 1. The orientation vectors at selected samples are also shown on the trajectory.
represents a sample in time,

r(k) ∈

is the ber tip orientation vector.

k∈R

R3 is the ber tip position, v(k) ∈ R3
rgt (k) ∈ R3 and vgt (k) ∈ R3 are the

position and orientation from the EM sensor, respectively.
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Table 3.3: Mean (r̄e ,

φ̄e )

and standard deviation (σre ,

σφe )

of the ber tip

pose error according to (3.21) and (3.22) over the samples collected from
all four bers during Experiment 2.
Trial 1

Trial 2

Trial 3

(mm)

2.20 (1.28)

2.95 (1.88)

2.89 (1.42)

(degree)

3.50 (1.38)

3.52 (1.10)

3.37 (1.27)

r̄e (σre )
φ̄e (σφe )

conducted; in the rst insertion the catheter follows a straight path, in the
second the catheter follows a single bend path and nally in the third, the
catheter follows a double bend path.
actuation unit as described in Watts

Each insertion is controlled by an

et al .

so that the catheter follows the

pre-determined path [25]. For each insertion, data from the FBG sensors in
the bers and the EM sensors are collected simultaneously.
The ber tip is reconstructed using (3.20). The error between the reconstructed ber tip pose and the EM sensor on the same catheter segment
is calculated using (3.21) and (3.22) where the variables have the same assignment as in Experiment 2. The EM frame and the reconstruction frame
are registered using data from a trial that constituted of manually moving the catheter in air. Figure 3.10 shows the plot of a catheter segment's
tip trajectory during the second insertion which consisted of a single bend
path. The mean and standard deviation of the error measures for the three
insertions are given in Table 3.4.

3.4 Discussion
In the static experiments, the dierence in error between this study and
Khan

et al .

Table 3.4:

is possibly due to the dierent FBG inscription method utilized

Mean (r̄e ,

φ̄e )

and standard deviation (σre ,

σ φe )

of the ber

tip pose error according to (3.21) and (3.22) for the three insertions in
Experiment 3.

The mean and standard deviation is over all the tip pose

collected from the four bers and EM sensors during each insertion.
Insertion 1

Insertion 2

Insertion 3

(mm)

1.54 (1.34)

4.35 (2.17)

4.69 (2.81)

(degree)

2.85 (2.11)

6.48 (3.18)

3.49 (2.51)

r̄e (σre )
φ̄e (σφe )
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Unit

DISCUSSION

Gelatin

Catheter
EM Field
Generator

Trocar

Figure 3.9: Setup for Experiment 3. The catheter followed a single bend
path. It is sensorized with multi-core bers that have ber Bragg gratings
(FBG) and electromagnetic (EM) sensors.

The experiment utilizes hard-

ware from Experiment 2 and in addition requires an actuation unit, trocar
to hold the catheter and gelatin phantom.

for the sensors. In this study Draw Tower Grating (DTG) technique is used
whereas Khan

et al .

used a Phase Mask (PM) technique [13]. The DTG

technique produced sensors with reectivity of 3% of the input light whereas
the PM technique produced sensors with reectivity of at least 30%. The
higher reectivity of the sensors inscribed with PM technique could led
to more accurate detection of the Bragg wavelength, which would result
in a lower reconstruction error. However, for the PM technique the ber
coating is removed before inscription, which made the ber very fragile and
unsuitable for dynamic experiments with gelatine or soft tissue.

In the

DTG technique the sensors are inscribed just after the ber is drawn and
before the coating is applied [28].

Since the original coating of the ber

remained intact the resulting ber had high breakage strength, which is
necessary for dynamic experiments. For this reason, sensors inscribed with
DTG technique are utilized in this study.
In the dynamic experiments, the error may be caused by the ber's
motion relative to the catheter.

The bers are attached to the segments

at a single point near the catheter base, so that they can be detached and
reused. Thus, the bers are free within the channel and can move relative to
the catheter. The error due to ber motion may be reduced by incorporating
a mechanics model of the catheter in the pose measurement.
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3.5 Conclusions and Future Work
A technique for acquiring the pose of a exible instrument from FBG measurements is presented in the chapter. The measurements from the FBG
sensors are rst converted to strain and then the curvature vectors are calculated at the locations on the ber with co-located FBG sensors.

The

curvature calculation uses the strain values from the sensors and the theory of bending mechanics.

Once the curvature is calculated, the ber is

reconstructed using Bishop Frames. The reconstruction provides the pose
of the ber along its arc length and the tip pose is validated in two dynamics experiments. The reconstruction of four bers is utilized to deduce an
instrument's tip pose which is validated in static experiments. The results
from all the experiments show that the mean error in position is less than
4.69 mm and mean error in orientation is less than 6.48 degrees.

Thus,

acquiring the pose of a exible instrument is feasible with FBG sensors
in multi-core ber. In future work, temperature sensing and temperature
compensation using FBG sensors in multi-core ber will be studied.

Figure 3.10: The trajectory during insertion 2 of the electromagnetic (EM)
sensor and the ber tip from one of the catheter's segments.

k∈R

repre-

3
3
sents a sample in time, r(k) ∈ R is the ber tip position, and v(k) ∈ R
3
3
is the ber tip orientation vector. rgt (k) ∈ R and vgt (k) ∈ R are the
position and orientation from the EM sensors, respectively.
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Chapter 4

Straight and Helical Core
Fibers
Abstract
This paper presents a technique to acquire measurements of curvature, twist
and pose for two multi-core bers; one with straight cores and the other
with helical cores. Both the bers have multiple ber Bragg grating (FBG)
sensors inscribed in the cores and the bers are placed in known congurations in order to compare their measurement accuracy. For the curvature
measurements both the bers are placed in constant curvature slots; for
the twist measurements, a set of twists are applied to each ber and for
the pose measurements the bers are placed in moulds of dierent shape.
The mean curvature errors are 0.22 m

−1 and 0.13 m−1 , in the helical and

straight core ber respectively. For the twist measurement the mean errors
are 26.57 degrees/m and 146.50 degrees/m in the helical and straight core
ber, respectively. Lastly, the pose measurement consists of position and
orientation where the orientation is represented in the axis-angle form. The
mean position errors are 0.49 mm and 0.27 mm, the mean axis orientation
errors are 0.12 degrees and 0.26 degrees and the mean angle orientation
errors are 1.10 degrees and 1.18 degrees, for the helical and straight core
ber, respectively.

The results show that the twist measurement error is

signicantly low with the helical core ber, thus helical core ber is better
suited than straight core ber for applications where twist measurements
are required.
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4.1 Introduction
Fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) have been applied in various elds such as oil
and gas industry, security, structural health monitoring and have promising
applications for monitoring medical instruments [1] [2]. This is due to their
compactness, light weight, exibility, tensile strength, immunity to electromagnetic interference and high tolerance to temperature [3]. This study
focuses on application of the FBG sensors for curvature, twist and pose measurements of minimally invasive medical instruments. Spatial information
of minimally invasive instruments during medical procedures is essential for
accurate navigation. The instrument's tip pose, which is the position and
orientation, is particularly important for avoiding critical structures inside
the body.

Currently, this information is commonly acquired using uo-

roscopy or ultrasound. However, the instruments can be dicult to observe
in ultrasound due to artifacts and low resolution, while uoroscopy exposes
patients to harmful radiation. These issues are mitigated with the use of
FBG sensors because they are safe and can provide good resolution data in
space and time; thus these sensors are an attractive alternative [4].

In the literature, several studies have validated the use of FBG sensors
inscribed in optical bers for position measurements and its application in
medical procedures [1, 58].

Nevertheless, Duncan

et. al

have observed

error in position measurement from FBG sensors in straight core ber due
to their insucient sensitivity to twist [9]. In order to acquire more accurate
twist measurement researchers have inscribed FBG sensors on helical core
bers and validated its accuracy as twist sensors [3, 4, 7, 1012]. However, a
comparison in measurement accuracy between FBG sensors in helical core
ber and in straight core ber has not been presented [13]. In this study, the
measurement accuracy of curvature, twist and pose are presented for both
helical and straight core ber.

Each ber has multiple sets of co-located

FBG sensors as shown in Figure 4.1. The results show that the helical core
ber is better suited than the straight core ber for applications with twist.
The main contributions of this study are the application of an elastic rod
model to the helical core ber in order to acquire the pose of the tip and
the comparative study of the measurement accuracy between the helical
and straight core ber. The theoretical background utilized to acquire the
results, and description of the experiments are presented in Sections 4.2 and
4.3, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: a) Straight core ber with three sets of co-located ber Bragg
grating (FBG) sensors. b) Helical core ber with three sets of co-located
FBG sensors. Curvature is induced due to a torque about a vector in the
x-y plane and twist is due to torque about the z-axis.

4.2 Theoretical Background
The technique to acquire the curvature, twist and pose measurements using FBG sensors in the multi-core bers with helical and straight cores is
presented in this section.

It is based on mechanics of materials and the

elastic rod theory [14, 15]. The curvature and twist is determined from the
strain on the ber.

According to the mechanics of materials, the ber's

curvature is related to its normal strain and its twist to its shear strain by
the following equations [15]:

κ = −κy,
∆φ
τ = G
r,
∆z
where,
value,

(4.1)
(4.2)

κ ∈ R is the strain due to curvature, κ ∈ R≥0
y ∈ R≥0 is the perpendicular distance between the

is the curvature
neutral axis and

the location of the strain on the cross section. The strain due to the twist
is

τ ∈ R at a radial distance r ∈ R>0

and

G ∈ R>0

is the material constant

relating shear strain with angular dierence. The applied twist will cause
the cross sections along the arc length of the ber to rotate with respect
to each other. The angular change between two cross sections is given by

∆φ ∈ R and the dierence in arc length between those cross sections is
∆z ∈ R>0 . ∆z = z2 − z1 in Figure 4.2, which illustrates the variables in
(4.1)-(4.2) on the multi-core ber cross-section.
The strains on the ber can be calculated from the measured Bragg
wavelength of the FBG sensors. In this study, the sensors are placed along
the ber such that there are sets of four co-located sensors, which means
there are four sensors at particular cross sections of the ber. These sensors
enable measurements of strains at four locations on the cross section, as
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Figure 4.2: Cross-section of the straight core ber and the helical core ber
with numerical labels {1, 2, 3, 4} for the cores. a) Parameters for curvature
measurement.

v ∈ R2

the angle between core 1 and the curvature
distance to the cores,

kvk = κ ∈ R, θ1 ∈ R is
vector, r ∈ R is the radial

is the curvature vector,

y1 ∈ R

is the perpendicular distance from core 1 to

the neutral axis. b) Parameters for twist measurement. Overlay of two cross
sections of the ber, one at arc length

∆z = z2 − z1 .

z1 ∈ R>0

and the other at

z2 ∈ R>0 ,

An applied twist will cause the cross sections to be rotated

with respect to each other, this rotation is

∆φ ∈ R.

shown in Figure 4.2. These strain measurements can be used to solve for the
curvature and twist. The relation between strain and the Bragg wavelength
of an FBG sensor can be approximated with the following linear equation
[16]:

∆λB0
= S( − 0 ),
λB0
where,

λB0 ∈ R

and

(4.3)

0 ∈ R are the initial values of the Bragg wavelength
S ∈ R>0 is the gauge factor and  ∈ R is the strain.

and strain, respectively.

However, a general relation that also incorporates the temperature is the
following [17]:

λB
= S( − 0 ) + Σ(T − T0 ),
(4.4)
λB0
where, λB ∈ R is the measured Bragg wavelength, Σ ∈ R>0 is the temperature sensitivity, T ∈ R is temperature, and T0 ∈ R is the initial temperature.
ln

The strain on the external cores, shown as cores 1-3 in Figure 4.2, is due
to both curvature and twist; whereas the strain on the central core, labeled
4, is theoretically zero since it is at the center of the cross section.

Any

change in Bragg wavelength of sensor 4 is due to change in temperature,
thus it can be used to eliminate the eect of temperature in cores 1-3. The
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strain due to twist is the same on the sensors 1-3 and since they are

2π
3

radians apart the mean of the three sensors will give the strain due to twist,
see 4.5 for details. The remainder of the strain on cores 1-3 is due to the
curvature. Thus, the following equations hold:



2π
iκ = −κrcos θ1 +
(i − 1)
3
τ =

(4.5)

3
1 X
mi∆
3S

(4.6)

i=1

i ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the sensor number, iκ ∈ R is the strain due to
curvature κ on the FBG sensor in core i, r is the radial distance to the
cores, θ1 ∈ R is the angle between the vector from center to core 1 and the
curvature vector v , τ ∈ R is the strain on the cores due to twist, S is the
λ
gauge factor of the FBG sensors, mi∆ = mi − m4 and mi ∈ R is ln B ,
λB0
which is the measurement from sensor i. The curvature κ and twist ∆φ can
where

be evaluated as:

κ=

q

v12 + v22

(4.7)

∆z
Gr

(4.8)

∆φ = τ

  

v1
κcos(θ1 )
where, v =
=
= C† ζ,
v2
κsin(θ1 )

C†



 
−Sr √ 0
ζ1
1

3


C =  2 Sr
2√ Sr  , ζ = ζ2
3
1
ζ3
2 Sr − 2 Sr

is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of

C

and

ζi = mi − m4 − Sτ .

Appendix 4.5 contains the derivations of (4.5)-(4.8).
The ber's pose can be reconstructed using the curvature vectors

n ∈ Z>0 be the
v[n] and
In this study ∆φ[1]

and the twist values that are evaluated along its length. Let

number of co-located sets of sensors. Then, the curvature vectors
twist values

∆φ[n] can be acquired using (4.7) and (4.8).

is set to be zero. The ber is modeled as an elastic rod with the center-line

γ(s) ∈ R3 and the material frames given
{d1 (s) ∈ R3 , d2 (s) ∈ R3 , d3 (s) ∈ R3 } ,

represented by a unit-speed curve
by a set of orthonormal vectors
where

s ∈ R≥0

is the parameter for the arc length of the ber, as illustrated
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the straight core ber and the helical core ber
with the material frames

{d1 (s) ∈ R3 , d2 (s) ∈ R3 , d3 (s) ∈ R3 }

are shown

in a) and b), respectively. The arc length of the ber is parameterized by

s ∈ R,

the sensor set number is parameterized by

angle between

d1

and core 1 in set

n ∈ Z, ψ[n] ∈ R

is the

n.

in Figure 4.3. The equations for an elastic rod are as follows:
d
ds
d
ds
d
ds
d
ds

γ(s) = d3 (s)

(4.9)

e
d1 (s) = φ(s)d
f2 (s)d3 (s)
2 (s) − χ

(4.10)

e
d2 (s) = −φ(s)d
f1 (s)d3 (s)
1 (s) + χ

(4.11)

d3 (s) = χ
f2 (s)d1 (s) − χ
f1 (s)d2 (s)

(4.12)

e ∈ R, χ
φ(s)
f1 (s) ∈ R and χ
f2 (s) ∈ R are the rotations of the center3
line γ(s) ∈ R about d3 (s), d1 (s) and d2 (s), respectively [14]. These
rotations are related to the curvature v[n] and twist ∆φ[n] calculated from
where,

the FBG sensors.

For both the helical and straight core ber, linearly

over the arc length s gives the rotation about d3 (s)
e . Similarly, for the straight core ber, linear interpolation of
φ(s)
v1 [n] and v2 [n] gives χ
f1 (s) and χ
f2 (s), respectively. However, for the helical
core ber since d1 (s) does not coincide with core 1 for all s, the calculated
curvature vector v[n] must be adjusted such that it is with respect to the
material frame. This is achieved by subtracting the angle ψ[n] ∈ R between
d1 and core 1 on cross-section of the sensor set n from θ1 [n], see Figure
4.3. The angle ψ[n] is related to the rate at which the ber is twisted in
order to create the helical cores. Thus, ψ[n] can be either calculated from
the twist rate or deduced experimentally. For the helical core ber χ
f1 (s)
and χ
f2 (s) are interpolation of χ1 [n] = κ[n]cos(θ1 [n] − ψ[n]) and χ2 [n] =
κ[n]sin(θ1 [n] − ψ[n]), respectively. Then, the pose of both the bers can be
interpolating

∆φ[n]

which is

acquired using the discretized solution of (4.9)-(4.12) which is:

X(s + ∆s) = X(s) exp (A(s)∆s) ,
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where,

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS



d1 (s) d2 (s) d3 (s) γ(s)
X(s) =
,
0
0
0
1


e
0
−φ(s)
χ
f2 (s) 0
 φ(s)
e
0
−f
χ1 (s) 0
,
A(s) = 
−f
χ2 (s) χ
f1 (s)
0
1
0

0

0

0

γ(0) = [ 0 0 0 ]T , d1 (0) = [ 1 0 0 ]T , d2 (0) = [ 0 1 0 ]T , and d3 (0) =
[ 0 0 1 ]T [18]. The ber tip position is γ(L) and tip orientation in matrix
form is [d1 (L) d2 (L) d3 (L)], where L is the length of the ber. The equations for acquiring the curvature, twist and pose measurements are validated
through a set of experiments which are presented in the next section.

4.3 Experiments and Results
The equations presented in the previous section are utilized in three experiments that are conducted to compare the curvature, twist, and pose
measurement accuracy between two multi-core bers, one with helical cores
and another with straight cores. The FBG sensors in both the bers are
inscribed using phase masks and ultra-violet laser. They are inscribed in
the multi-core ber with straight cores in-house and in the multi-core ber
with helical cores by Fujikura (Tokyo, Japan). Table 4.1 lists the specications of the bers. The insertion loss of the straight core ber including the
fan-out is 1.5 dB and of the helical core ber including the fan out is 2.2 dB.
There are 8 sets of FBG sensors, where each set consists of four co-located
sensors that have the same Bragg wavelength. In the straight core ber, the
Bragg wavelengths range from 1537 nm to 1554 nm with an increment of
approximately 2 nm. In the helical core ber, the Bragg wavelengths range
from 1542 nm to 1556 nm with an increment of approximately 2 nm. The
light source and the spectrum analyzer for the sensors are provided by the
interrogator FBG-804D (FBGS International NV, Geel). The wavelength
data is processed oine in Matlab 2017b (MathWorks, Massachusetts).

4.3.1 Curvature
The experiments for curvature accuracy utilizes an acrylic board with seven
xed curvature slots that range from 1.33 m

−1 to 5.71 m−1 . These slots are

created using laser cutter and then smoothened by ne sandpaper. Figure
4.4a shows a photograph of the board. The accuracy of the two bers are
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Figure 4.4: a) Slots of xed curvature on an acrylic board used for determining curvature accuracy of the two multi-core bers. Each slot is numbered

−1 to 5.71 m−1 . b) A

and has a unique curvature in the range from 1.33 m

cage mechanism where a ber can be clamped such that one end is xed
and the other end can be rotated. This setup is utilized for the twist experiments, where the ber is rotated in clockwise (CW) and counter-clockwise

◦

(CCW) directions in steps of 10 .

The distance between the two clamps

is 175 mm. c) The three moulds used for the pose experiments. The arc

−1 , the S curve has a linearly changing
−1 to -2.5 m−1 and the 3D curve is a helix
curvature starting from 2.5 m
−1 m.
with radius of 0.1 m and pitch of 2.05x 10
has a constant curvature of 3.33 m

evaluated by placing them in the slots and getting the dierence between
the measured curvature and the curvature of the slot.

Figure 4.5a plots

each slot's curvature as the ground truth and the corresponding calculated

Table 4.1: Specications of the straight and helical multi-core bers
Core
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Sensorized

FBG

Length

Length

Twist rate

Center to
Core

Helical

175 mm

11 mm

50 turns/m

35

Straight

115.5 mm

10 mm

N/A

35

Core

Cladding

Coating

Core angles

diameter

diameter

Helical

125

Straight

125

µm
µm

200
250

µm
µm

µm
µm

Coating
type

◦

Acrylate

◦

Acrylate

120
120
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Figure 4.5: a) The mean and standard deviation of the curvature measurements along with the ground truth. The slot number is a unique number
given to each slot with xed curvature and the slot's curvature is the ground
truth value. b) A spectra from ber Bragg grating sensors on the helical
core ber with double peaks, which are highlighted with a gray dashed box.
c) A spectra from ber Bragg grating sensors on the straight core ber.

curvature using (4.7), where
and

S

r

is the center to core distance of the ber

is determined through calibration for each FBG set. The calibration

procedure consists of collecting measurements from the ber and solving
for the value of

S

that leads to the minimum dierence between the mea-

κe ∈ R≥0
κgt ∈ R≥0 and

surements and the ground truth. The curvature error measure
utilized is the absolute dierence between the ground truth
the measured curvature

κm ∈ R≥0

:

κe = |κgt − κm |,
The error

(4.14)

κe is calculated for each sensor set and the mean error of the sensor

−1 and 0.13 m−1 for helical and straight core
−1 and 0.07
ber, respectively. The standard deviation of the error is 0.11 m
−1 for helical and straight core ber, respectively. The results show that
m
sets over all the slots is 0.22 m
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Figure 4.6: The mean and standard deviation of the twist measurements in
clock-wise (a) and counter-clockwise direction (b).

the straight core ber is more accurate in measuring the curvature however
not signicantly more. One source of inaccuracy in the helical ber could be
due to multiple peaks reected from the sensors when the slot curvature is

−1 . For this study the mean of the multi-peaks is considered

greater than 4 m

to be the shifted Bragg wavelength. Figure 4.5b illustrates a spectra, where
one of the sensors has double peaks.

The phenomenon of multiple peaks

may be reduced by using apodized FBG sensors.

4.3.2 Twist
The accuracy of measuring twist using the two bers is determined by
clamping one end of the ber and applying a rotation at the other end,
which is the tip of the ber.

This experiment is conducted using an in-

house assembled cage mechanism, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The rotating
end of the mechanism consists of a dial with angular graduations of ve
degrees.

During the experiment, the ber is clamped on both ends and

the dial is rotated in steps of 10

◦ from 10◦ to 90◦ in clockwise (CW) and

counter-clockwise (CCW) directions, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The error in

φe ∈ R is determined by the absolute dierence between
φapp ∈ R and the measured twist φm ∈ R as per the

twist measurement
the applied twist

following equation:

φe = |φapp − φm |,
The measured twist

φm

is calculated using (4.8), where

between the FBG sensor sets,
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r

(4.15)

∆z

is the distance

is the center to core distance.

G

is de-
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termined by calibration where a set of experiment data is used to nd the
value of

G

for which the twist error is minimized.

Figure 4.6 shows the

plot of the ground truth, which is the applied twist, and the measured twist
for both the straight and helical core ber.

The applied twist along the

φapp = θt /L where, θt ∈ R is the tip
L is 175 mm since that is the ber length over which the twist

ber is related to the tip rotation as:
rotation and

is applied. The mean twist error is 26.57 degrees/m and 146.50 degress/m
for helical and straight core bers, respectively. The standard deviation in
twist error is 29.96 degrees/m and 59.74 degrees/m for helical and straight
core bers, respectively.
The results show that the helical core ber can measure the twist with
more accuracy than the straight core ber. This is because with the straight
core the FBG sensing of shear strain is very low whereas in helical core since
the FBGs are on a helix the twist translates into elongation thus the FBG
sensors register the shear strain more accurately.

Another observation is

that the helical core ber does not have a symmetric response for clockwise and counter-clockwise twist. This could be due to the non-symmetric
response of the sensors to elongation and compression.

4.3.3 Pose
In this experiment, each of the two bers is placed in a catheter which is
then placed in three moulds with the following center-line curve:
curve and 3D curve, as shown in Figure 4.4c.

arc, S

The arc is a planar curve

−1 , the S curve is also a planar curve
−1
−1 , lastly the 3D curve is a
with curvature changing from 2.5 m
to -2.5 m
−1 m. Thus,
segment of a helix with radius of 0.1 m and pitch of 2.05 x 10

with a constant curvature of 3.33 m

the tip pose of the three curves are known and utilized as ground truths.
The tip pose of the ber is acquired using (4.13), where

ψ[n]

is found by

placing the ber in a xed curvature slot and calculating the dierence
between the measured frame and the actual frame. Moreover, the ber tip
position
the last.

r ∈ R3

is

γ(L),

where

L

is the length from the rst sensor set to

The orientation of the ber tip is given by the material frames

d1 , d2 , d3 ,

since they are orthonormal they form an orientation matrix

and the orientation at the tip is given by the matrix

[d1 (L) d2 (L) d3 (L)].

For error calculations we use axis-angle representation of orientation that
is derived from the tip orientation matrix [19]. The axis which is the tip
orientation vector is given as

v ∈ R3

and the angle which is the angle of

rotation about the orientation vector is given as

ω ∈ R.

The pose error

measures are calculated as follows [18]:
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Figure 4.7: The pose measurement based on the ber Bragg grating sensors
and the ground truth for the three moulds. The helical core measurements
in the plots are shifted about the

x

axis for visual clarity. The curves for

the straight core ber is shorter than the helical core ber because the
sensorized length of the straight and helical core ber are 115.5 mm and
175 mm, respectively. The tip pose and the center-line of the straight and
helical core ber for the arc, S curve and 3D curve are shown in (a), (b)
and (c), respectively.
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re = kr − rgt k


vgt · v
−1
ve = cos
kvgt kkvk

(4.16)

ωe = kω − ωgt k

(4.18)

(4.17)

4.4.

where,

rgt ∈ R3

is the ground truth of the tip position,

true orientation vector and
orientation vector.

ωgt ∈ R

CONCLUSIONS

vgt ∈ R3

is the

is the angle of rotation about the true

The catheter with the ber is inserted in each mould

ve times. Table 4.2 gives the mean pose errors and the standard deviation
over all the trials. Figure 4.7 shows the reconstructions of the three curves
and the tip pose for one of the trials. The results show that both the bers
have similar error measures, however the helical core ber gives a slightly
lower error in orientation for the space curve pose.

4.4 Conclusions
In this study, multi-core bers with FBG sensors are utilized to acquire
curvature, twist and pose measurements.

Moreover, the accuracy of the

measurements from the FBG sensors in a helical core ber is compared to
that of the sensors in a straight core ber.

The mean error in curvature

−1 and 0.13 m−1 , respectively,

for helical and straight core ber are 0.22 m

whereas in twist measurement the mean error measures are 26.57 degrees/m
and 146.50 degrees/m, respectively. Lastly, the mean error in position for
the helical and straight core ber are 0.49 mm and 0.27 mm, respectively;
in axis orientation is 0.12 degrees and 0.26 degrees; and in angle orientation
is 1.10 degrees and 1.18 degrees, respectively.

The accuracy for the pose

measurement is similar for both bers. However, for applications with twist,
FBG sensors on helical core ber will produce more accurate results than
FBG sensors on straight core ber.
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Table 4.2: The mean and standard deviation in brackets over multiple trials
of the position, axis and angle error according to (4.16)- (4.18), respectively.
Helical

Straight

re (mm)

0.49 (0.24)

0.27 (0.14)

ve (degs)

0.12 (0.16)

0.26 (0.14)

ωe

1.10 (0.71)

1.18 (1.06)

(degs)
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vided by Fujikura in understanding the spectra from the helical core bers
and by FBGS International NV with the strain to wavelength equation.

4.5 Appendix
The derivation of (4.5)-(4.8) is given in this appendix. The curvature and
twist are evaluated from the Bragg wavelength measurements of the FBG
sensors.

First, the strain on the ber is calculated from the wavelength

measurements and then the curvature and twist is evaluated from the strain
using material mechanics [15].

The relation between the strain and the

wavelength is given in (4.4) as:

ln

λB
= S( − 0 ) + Σ(T − T0 ),
λB0

(4.19)

The left hand side of (4.19) is a direct measurement from the sensors.
Let

i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

represent the FBG sensor number,

λBi
= mi ,
and
λB0i
S(i − 0i ) = S(iκ + τ ) = mi∆ ,

ln

where

mi ∈ R,

(4.21) is based on

when ber is stress-free.

iκ ∈ R

0i = 0

(4.20)
(4.21)

which is true if

λB0i

is measured

is strain due to curvature and

τ

is axial

twist strain which is the same in sensors 1, 2 and 3. All four FBG sensors will
experience the same temperature change because they are close in proximity,
thus the value of the term

Σ(T − T0 )

is the same in all sensors. Moreover,

sensor 4 theoretically will be strain free because it is in the center of the
ber, thus:

Σ(Ti − T0i ) = m4 .


2π
(i − 1) ,
iκ = −κrcos θ1 +
3
where

iκ ∈ R is the strain is sensor i ∈ {1, 2, 3}; 4κ = 0.

material mechanics, for further details see Khan
holds for sensors

i ∈ {1, 2, 3}

(4.23)

(4.23) is based on
[1]. The following

using (4.20)-(4.21):

mi = mi∆ + m4
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(4.22)

(4.24)
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Substituting (4.21), (4.23) into (4.24) and applying trigonometric angle
sum identities the following holds:

m1 − m4 = m1∆ = S(−κrcos(θ1 ) + τ )
!
√
1
3
m2 − m4 = m2∆ = S
κrcos(θ1 ) +
sin(θ1 ) + τ
2
2
!
√
1
3
m3 − m4 = m3∆ = S
κrcos(θ1 ) −
sin(θ1 ) + τ
2
2

(4.25)
(4.26)

(4.27)

Summing (4.25)- (4.27) leads to the trigonometry terms to add to zero
and the following is achieved:

3
1 X
mi∆ = τ
3S

(4.28)

i=1

Thus, the strain due to twist can be calculated using (4.28) and the
twist can be calculated by rearranging (4.2) into:

∆φ = τ
which is the twist equation (4.8).

∆z
,
Gr

(4.29)

The curvature value can be solved by

rearranging (4.25)- (4.27) as

ζ = Cv,

where,

Then

  

ζ1
m1 − m4 − Sτ
ζ = ζ2  = m2 − m4 − Sτ 
ζ3
m3 − m4 − Sτ
  

v1
κcos(θ1 )
v=
=
v2
κsin(θ1 )

v = C† ζ ,

where

C†

(4.30)



−Sr √ 0


3
C =  12 Sr
2√ Sr 
3
1
2 Sr − 2 Sr

is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of

q
κ = kvk = v12 + v22

C

and

(4.31)

gives the curvature equation (4.7).
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Part III

Application Studies
In the previous part, the theoretical framework for shape and
pose measurement was presented. In this part the sensing framework is applied to various experimental studies. In Chapter 5,
the shape sensing algorithm is used to track a magnetically actuated catheter.

Next in Chapter 6, the force at the tip of a

tendon driven manipulator is estimated based on the shape of
the manipulator. These studies demonstrate the applications of
shape sensing algorithms presented in previous part. Both the
chapters are based on the following peer reviewed publications:

- A. Denasi, F. Khan, K. J. Boskma, M. Kaya, C. Hennersperger,
R. Göbl, M. Tirindelli, N. Navab, and S. Misra,  An observerbased fusion method using multicore optical shape sensors and

Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Robotics and
Automation, pp. 50-57, Queensland, Australia, 2018.

ultrasound images for magnetically-actuated catheters, in

- F. Khan, R. J. Roesthuis, and S. Misra,  Force sensing in
continuum manipulators using Fiber Bragg Grating sensors, in

Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Intelligent
Robots and Systems, British Columbia, Canada, pp. 2531-2536,
2017.
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Chapter 5

Catheter Tracking
Abstract
Minimally invasive surgery involves using exible medical instruments such
as endoscopes and catheters. Magnetically actuated catheters can provide
improved steering precision over conventional catheters. However, besides
the actuation method, an accurate tip position is required for precise control of the medical instruments.

In this study, the tip position obtained

from transverse 2D ultrasound images and multicore optical shape sensors
are combined using a robust sensor fusion algorithm.

The tip position is

tracked in the ultrasound images using a template-based tracker and a convolutional neural network based tracker, respectively. Experimental results
for a rhombus path are presented, where data obtained from both tracking
sources are fused using Luenberger and Kalman state estimators. The mean
and standard deviation of the Euclidean error for the Luenberger observer
is

0.2 ± 0.11

[mm] whereas for the Kalman lter it is

0.18 ± 0.13

[mm],

respectively.

5.1 Introduction
Flexible medical instruments such as endoscopes, catheters and needles constitute an important set of tools used in minimally invasive surgery (MIS).
The integration of robotic navigation with MIS is becoming increasingly
popular due to the advances in sensing and actuation technologies [1]. Remote actuation of exible catheters has been investigated using the conventional displacement tendons [2] and recently using external magnetic
elds [3, 4].

Magnetic actuation is more favorable compared to tendons
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Figure 5.1: The magnetically-actuated exible catheter setup: The magnetic eld is generated by two pairs of Helmholtz coils. The exible catheter
has a stack of permanent magnets at its tip which are steered by the coils.
The catheter tip is detected using 2D ultrasound images. The shape and tip
pose of the catheter are also obtained using multi-core Fiber Bragg Grating
sensors.

since it does not suer from friction and hysteresis (Fig. 5.1).
Besides the actuation method, acquiring an accurate instrument tip pose
is crucial for the success of robotically-guided MIS procedures, since the
catheter tip is the end-eector. The tip pose is often acquired using medical
imaging modalities such as ultrasound (US), uoroscopy, computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Among these modalities, US has the advantage of being easily accessible, safe to operate and the
possibility to image using a hand-held probe. Further, ultrasound provides
high acquisition rates, allowing sucient feedback to allow for closed-loop
control. Therefore, a two-dimensional (2D) US probe is used in this work
to acquire transverse images of the catheter tip. Nonetheless, acquiring the
tip pose using solely the US images is not sucient. This is due to the fact
the visual tracking methods used to estimate the tip pose from the acquired
US images are prone to failure.

The common reasons for this failure are

the low signal-to-noise ratio and an excessive number of image artifacts in
practice.
Besides image-based tracking, catheter poses can also be retrieved by
shape sensing techniques to measure the tip pose [5], with common ap84
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proaches such as ber-optic-sensor-based and electromagnetic-tracking-based
(EM) methods. Among the two methods, EM tracking is very challenging
to be used in conjunction with magnetically-actuated catheters.

Hence,

Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors, a ber-optic type of sensor, are used
in this work. FBG sensors have been used for various purposes for catheters
in medical robotics research [6]. Arkwright

et al.

investigated the measure-

ment of the muscular activity in the gastrointestinal tract using diagnostic
catheters with FBG's [7]. Xu

et al.

designed a temperature-insensitive con-

tact force sensor for bi-directional catheters using an FBG pair [8]. Shi

al.

et

presented a survey on the state-of-the art of shape sensing techniques

for continuum robots used in minimally invasive surgery [5].
In the aforementioned studies, single core optical bers are used to reconstruct the 3D shape of the catheters. Recently, Moore

et al.

have pro-

posed using multi-core optical bers [9]. They investigated reconstructing
the shape of a multi-core optical ber with Fiber Bragg Grating sensors by
numerically solving the Frenet-Serret equations.

Multi-core optical bers

have advantages over single-core optical bers. For instance, the multi-core
optical bers occupy less space compared to a combination of multiple single
core bers. Further, the FBG sensors are easier to align on multi-core optical bers. To the best of the authors' knowledge, multi-core optical bers
have not been used for shape reconstruction of exible medical instruments.
This study investigates the shape reconstruction of magnetically-actuated
exible catheters using multi-core FBGs.
The measurements obtained from multi-core FBGs can be a remedy to
the aforementioned possible failure of visual tracking using US images. This
is achieved by fusing the data from multi-core FBGs and US images, thereby
increasing the success rate of visual tracking. In this study, sensor fusion
using state estimators is investigated. The estimation performance of two
dierent methods, namely a high gain Luenberger observer and Kalman
lter are compared.

A simple model with a suitable disturbance term is

used in the design of the state estimators.

To the best of the authors'

knowledge, such an observer-based fusion algorithm has not been used in
medical robotics applications.
The presented tracking and sensor fusion algorithm could potentially be
used in clinical minimally invasive procedures such as transfemoral aortic
valve implantation, atrial brillation, and angioplasty.

The tip pose esti-

mation accuracy achieved with this method can reduce the duration of the
aforementioned surgical procedures and increase their safety.
The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the
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Figure 5.2: Section of a multicore ber with Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG)
sensors is shown. The ber has 4 cores and each core has 32 FBG sensors.

shape sensing using multi-core FBGs.

This is followed by the tracking

algorithms for US images in Section 5.3.

The sensor fusion algorithm is

introduced in Section 5.4. Section 5.5 reports the results of the experiments.
The conclusions are drawn in Section 5.6 and directions for future work are
given.

5.2 Shape Sensing Using Fiber Bragg Gratings
This section describes the procedure to reconstruct the 3D shape of the
magnetic catheter using sets of four FBG sensors placed along the length of
the catheter [10]. The optical ber used in this study contains four cores,
where one of the cores is placed in the center axis of the ber. The FBG
sensors etched on the three cores placed around the center are used to measure the strains whereas the center core can be used for the purpose of
temperature compensation. An FBG periodically modulates the refractive
index in each core of the ber. It reects the light at a specic wavelength,
called the Bragg wavelength

λB .

Variations in mechanical strain and tem-

perature result in a change in the Bragg wavelength. The shift in the Bragg
wavelength due to applied strain and temperature change is given by the
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following exact dierential form [11]:
dλB

λB
where

pe , αλ

and

αn

= (1 − pe ) dε + (αλ + αn ) dT ,

(5.1)

are the photoelastic, thermal expansion and thermo-

optic coecients, respectively.

Further,

ε

and

T

are the axial strain and

temperature, respectively. After integrating both sides of (5.1) we obtain

ln
where

λB,0 , ε0

λB
= (1 − pe ) (ε − ε0 ) + (αλ + αn ) (T − T0 ) ,
λB,0
and

T0

(5.2)

indicate the reference Bragg wavelength, reference

strain and reference temperature, respectively.

It should be noted that

equation (5.1) is often approximated without performing the above integration procedure (d is replaced by

∆

and

λB

by

λB,0 )

introduces errors which increase for increasing strain.
change is assumed to be negligible (i.e.

[10]. However, this
If the temperature

T − T0 ≈ 0),

then the shift in

the Bragg wavelength is due to the applied strain which simplies (5.2) as
follows:

ln
The axial strain

ε

λB
= (1 − pe ) (ε − ε0 ) .
λB,0

(5.3)

measured by the FBG sensors placed on each core can

be related to the distance of the ber to the neutral axis (see Fig. 5.2) as
follows:

ε=
where

κ

ds

− dl
(ρ − δ) dθ − ρdθ
δ
=
= − = −κδ,
dl
ρdθ
ρ

(5.4)

is the curvature of the exible catheter. Here, it is assumed that

the catheter can be modeled as a beam in pure bending. The curvature and
its direction are determined at a particular cross section using the three
FBG sensors placed around the center (see Fig. 5.2) as follows:

εa − ε0 = −κδa = −κra sin (ϕ) ,
εb − ε0 = −κδb = −κrb sin (ϕ + γa ) ,
εc − ε0 = −κδc = −κrc sin (ϕ + γa + γb ) ,
where

rc

ϕ

is the angle between

(5.5)

ra and the neutral axis. Further, ra , rb and
a, b and c from the center, respectively. It

are the distance of the cores

is assumed that the position and orientation of the FBG sensors are known
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and constant. The unknown parameters
solving the set of equations (5.5).

ϕ (si )

κ, ϕ

and

ε0 can be determined by
κ (si ) and its direction

The curvature

can be obtained at every location

si

by interpolating the measure-

ments from FBG sensors placed on the catheter. These can then be used to
compute the tangent vector of the curve of the catheter [12]. Consequently,
the shape and respectively the tip pose of the exible catheter is determined
by numerical integration of the tangent vector.

5.3 Ultrasound Tracking Algorithm
In this section, two algorithms to obtain catheter pose information for given
ultrasound images are introduced: i) a template based tracking algorithm,
and ii) a tracking algorithm utilizing convolutional neural networks.

5.3.1 Template Based Tracking Algorithm
The ultimate goal of the template based tracking method is registering the
template image of the catheter,

I(w(x, p)).

Here,

x∈

T (x)

and current image of the catheter,

R2 contains the pixel coordinates

x = [x, y]T ,

and is

transformed by a motion model, which is also known as the warping function,

w(x, p).

The aim of registration is to calculate the optimal value of the

motion parameters,

p.

The template based tracking algorithm described in

this study is adapted from [13] and detailed in the following.

Motion Model
One of the most signicant layers of visual tracking is determining the
motion of a exible catheter in the image plane. The motion model describes
the transformation between the template and current images. The motion of
a exible catheter in the US image plane can be decomposed into translation
and scaling transformations. These transformations can be described by an

w(x, p), given as follows:

   
1 + p1
p3
x
p
w(x, p) =
+ 5 ,
p2
1 + p4 y
p6

ane motion model,

where

p ∈ R6

(5.6)

is the 6-DOF motion parameter vector. Further, the motion

model (5.6) can be used to track the tip position of the exible catheter.
While tracking the tip of the catheter, transient variations of its pixel
values may occur. In order to estimate the catheter tip position with a high
accuracy, the tracker must compensate for these intensity uctuations. A
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can compensate these variations [14].

compensated current image

I ∗ (w(x, q)),

Then, the

is written as:

I ∗ (w(x, q)) = (α + 1)I(w(x, p)) + β.

(5.7)

Using the ane motion and scale-oset models, eight parameters

q ∈ R8 are

calculated for the transformation from the template to the current image
during the visual tracking, where
the calculation of

q

q = [pT , α, β]T .

In the rest of this section,

vector using the SSD cost function is explained.

SSD-based Visual Tracking
The sum of squared dierences (SSD) between

R

I ∗ (w(x, p)) and T (x) : R2 →

can be computed as follows:

SSD(q) =

X

[I ∗ (w(x, q)) − T (x)]2 .

(5.8)

x
The main goal of SSD based visual tracking is to nd the vector
minimizes the SSD value between

T (x)

q

that

∗
and I (w(x, q)). For this purpose,

forward or inverse compositional methods [15], rst order optimization, or
ecient second order minimization (ESM) methods [16] can be used.

In

this study, an ESM method is used since it is more robust to noise and
its convergence rate is higher as compared to other optimization methods.

q is iteratively computed by accumulating ∆q
← q + ∆q). ∆q is computed using ESM as follows:

Using ESM, the vector
each iteration (q

∆q = −2(J(q0 ) + J(qc ))† (I ∗ (w(x, q)) − T (x)),
† is
J(qc )

where

the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of a matrix.

and

are the Jacobian of

loop starts,

J(q0 )

I ∗ (w(x, q))

is pre-computed.

computed and then

∆q

[14, 16].

in

(5.9)

Further,

J(q0 )

Before the iteration

During the iterations, rst

J(qc )

is

is calculated using (5.9). Iterations last until the

number of iterations reach a predened maximum iteration number or sum
of

∆q

vector elements are smaller than the predened threshold.

Pyramidal Implementation
In our experiments, it was observed that the motion of the exible catheter
can be very large in the US image plane.

In this situation, the displace-

ment of the catheter between the previous and the current US frames can
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be large. Hence, the number of iterations to calculate the motion parameters between the template and current images increases dramatically. Further, the catheter can be so far away from the search region in the image
plane that tracking might fail.

In order to increase the convergence rate

and robustness of the tracking, pyramidal implementation of the proposed
template-based tracking method is applied [17]. During the tracking, optimization methods are rst applied to the coarsest level of pyramid and
then, results are transferred to the next ner level of the pyramid.

The

number of pyramid layer for the frames in our data set and imaging system
was selected as two. If the number of pyramid layers in the experiments was
more than two, signicant texture loss was observed because our maximum
template size is

40 × 40

pixels.

Template Update Strategy
During the tracking, the template images are updated with a drift correction
strategy to minimize the registration error and prevent template drifts [18].
This strategy consists of two registration steps. In the rst step, the template and current images are registered.

In the second step, the output

image obtained in the rst step is registered with the master template. The
master template is the rst appearance of the exible catheter in the US image. After the second step, the template image is updated with registration
output obtained in the second step.

5.3.2 Convolutional Neural Network Based Tracking
In this section, a tracking approach utilizing a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is presented. Fully convolutional neural networks have been
shown to be well suited for the imaged-based estimation of object positions.
When applied to the task of human pose estimation, the works of Newell
et al. [19] and Wei et al. [20] demonstrated improved tracking performance
compared to naive joint coordinate regression.

In these works, fully con-

volutional neural networks are trained to predict a dense probability map,
providing the probability for each pixel to contain the object of interest.
Following this approach, we propose a CNN architecture based on the
work of Milletari et al. [21], originally described for segmentation of magnetic resonance images.

As shown in Fig. 5.3, the network architecture

consists of an encoding and a decoding branch, both organized in dierent
levels. At each level of the encoding part, the input data are processed with
a set of convolutional layers, the residuals are computed and downsampled
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by means of an additional convolutional layer, which stride size is set to
two in both x and y direction. When moving toward deepest levels in the
encoding branch, the resolution of the features maps decreases, while the
number of lters in each convolutional layer increases. At the last level of

23 × 24,

the encoding branch, the resolution is lowered to

while the number

of channels is 256.
The decoding branch of the structure is employed to retrieve the original resolution. As the encoding branch, it is organized in dierent levels.
At each level of the decoding branch, the input data is concatenated with
the output of the correspondent level in the encoding branch forming a so
called skip-connection, and subsequently processed with a set of convolutional layers. Residuals are then computed and upsampled by means of a
deconvolution layer. When moving from lower to higher levels in the right
branch, the resolution of the features maps increases again, while the number of channels decreases. The output of the last deconvolution is processed
with two convolutional layers, which reduces the number of channels of the
output features map to one. Though the whole network tanh(·) activation
is applied after the convolutional layers, as it sped up training compared to
the original ReLU.
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of the convolutional neural network, with the encoding branch left and the decoding branch of inverse structure right.

During network training, the network output is compared to the ground
truth images to compute the loss. Ground truth images consist in heatmaps,
where decreasing intensities are associated to pixels with increasing distance
from the catheter tip. The heatmap intensity at pixel
probability that the catheter's tip is located at

(x, y),

(x, y)

provides the

given the Ground
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Truth tip location

(xt , yt ),
HM(x, y)

= P((x, y)|(xt , yt )),

(5.10)

where HM(x, y) is the heatmap intensity value at pixel
Under the assumption that

(x, y).
P((x, y)|(xt , yt )) follows a Gaussian distribu-

tion, ground truth heatmaps can be computed as the 2D Gaussian centered
in

(xt , yt ).

(a) Input

(b) Overlay

(c) Heatmap

Figure 5.4: Convolutional neural network based tracking results of a exible
catheter in a 2D transverse ultrasound image.
An exemplary output of the network can be seen in Fig. 5.4. The Loss
function used for training is dened as

"
#
X 1X
Loss =
(HMki − Pik )2 + ωRk ,
2
where

B

is the minibatchsize, HMi is the

ith

th pixel of the predicted map,
heatmap, Pi is the i
and

ω

(5.11)

i

k∈B

pixel of the ground truth

Rk

is a regularization term

is the weight associated to the regularization term. In particular, R

is dened as:

"
#
X  ∂Pi 2  ∂Pi 2
R=
+
∂x
∂y

(5.12)

i

During network validation, the catheter tip position is given by the
position of the peak in the output map:

(xpt , ytp ) = arg max Pi,j
i,j
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5.4 Sensor Fusion Algorithm
In this section, a simplied kinematics based model is used to estimate
the tip position of the magnetic catheter in 2D by fusing ultrasound and
FBG measurements.

This is followed by the application of a Luenberger

state observer and a Kalman lter. In the following, it is assumed that the
dynamics of the catheter can be approximated by a linear time-invariant
model. Further, the inuence of deviations of the actual system from the
linear system are modeled with a disturbance term.

The dynamics of a

continuous-time LTI (linear time-invariant) system is expressed as follows:

ẋp = Apc xp + Bpc u + Bpc d

(5.14)

y = Cpc xp + Dpc u + v
where

xp ∈ Rnp

(5.15)

u ∈ Rm are the state of the plant and the control
n
l
l
Further, d ∈ R d , v ∈ R and y ∈ R are the distur-

and

input, respectively.

bance, the measurement noise and the measured output, respectively. The
measurement noise is assumed to be zero-mean, Gaussian and white. The
measurement data from dierent sensors can be fused by collecting them
together as follows:

T
 T
T
. . . ysensor,l
y = ysensor,1
where each

ysensor,i

particular sensor.

for

i ∈ {1, . . . , l}

(5.16)

represents a measurement from a

The dynamics of the disturbance term given in (5.14)

is expressed as follows:

η̇η d = Adcη d + Bdc w
d = Cdcη d ,
where

η d ∈ Rnη

and

w ∈ Rnw

(5.17)
(5.18)

are the state of the disturbance dynamics

and an external driving signal, respectively.

The signal

w

can either be

deterministic but unknown or stochastic with the assumption of being zeromean, Gaussian and white. If the signal

w

is deterministic but unknown

and bounded, then a Luenberger state observer can be designed. But, if the
signal

w

is stochastic with the assumption of being zero-mean, Gaussian

and white, then a Kalman lter can be designed. The plant dynamics given
by (5.14)-(5.15) and the disturbance dynamics given by (5.17)-(5.18) can
be combined into the following augmented system

ẋ = Ac x + Bc u + Bwc w

(5.19)

y = Cc x + Dc u + v,

(5.20)
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with

"
Ac =

Apc

Bpc Cdc

0nd ×np

Adc

h

i

Cc = Cpc
and

0

0l×nη ,

#

"
, Bc =

Bpc

#

"
, Bwc =

0nd ×m

h

x = xT
p

Dc = Dpc ,

ηT
d

0np ×nw

#
,

Bdc

iT

(5.21)

a zero matrix of appropriate size. For systems with a low sampling

rate, the LTI system given by (5.19)-(5.20) can be discretized exactly at
the sampling instants using the exact discretization method. The system is
discretized with a sampling time,

Ts ∈ R>0

which corresponds to reciprocal

of the frames per second (1/fps) of the imaging system. After discretizing
(5.19) and (5.20), the resulting system of dierence equations are given as
follows:

x [(k + 1)Ts ] = Ad x [kTs ] + Bd u [kTs ] + Bwd w [kTs ]
y [kTs ] = Cd x [kTs ] + Dd u [kTs ] + v [kTs ] .

(5.22)
(5.23)

The matrices in (5.22)-(5.23) are given by

Z
Ad = exp (Ac Ts ) ,

Ts

Bd =

(5.24)

exp (Ac τ ) Bc dτ,
0

Z

Ts

Bwd =

exp (Ac τ ) Bwc dτ, Cd = Cc , Dd = Dc
0

where

exp (·)

is the matrix exponential. If

Ac

(5.25)

is nonsingular, the integral

terms in (5.24) and (5.25) are computed as follows:

Bd = A−1
c (Ad − I) Bc .
However, if

Ac

Bd can be computed as follows


 
Bd
A c Bc
= exp
Ts .
I
0
0

is singular,



Ad
0

(5.26)
[22]:

(5.27)

For clarity of notation, the sampling time variables in (5.22)-(5.23) can be
dropped to obtain

x(k + 1) =Ad x(k) + Bd u(k) + Bwd w(k),
y(k) =Cd x(k) + Dd u(k) + v(k)
for

k = 1, 2, 3, . . ..

(5.28)
(5.29)

In the following, the specic model for (5.19)-(5.20)

used to estimate the tip positions of the exible catheter in 2D is explained.
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Consider the x- and y- tip position coordinates of the catheter denoted by

px , py ∈ R

vx , vy ∈ R. We
thus u = 0 holds.

and the corresponding velocities denoted by

consider the case when there are no control inputs,
Consequently, the system dynamics is given as follows:

  
ṗx
0
ṗy  0
 =
v̇x  0
v̇y
0
| {z } |
ẋp

0
0
0
0


  
0 0  
0 px
  

1
 py  + 0 0 dx




vx
1 0 dy
0
0 1 | {z }
vy
0
} | {z } | {z } d

1
0
0
0
{z

xp

Apc


1



yU S
0
y=
=
1
yF BG
0
|

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
{z

Cpc

(5.30)

Bpc

  

0 px
vU S,x
  

0
 py  +  vU S,y 




0
vx
vF BG,x 
0
vy
vF BG,y
} | {z } | {z }
xp

(5.31)

v

where the matrices given by (5.14)-(5.15) are used. Further,

yU S

and

yF BG

denote the position measurements obtained from the ultrasound images and
FBG sensors, respectively. If the tracking of the catheter in 3D coordinates
is required, then the system dynamics can be extended by including the
states

pz

and

vz

to the state vector and

system dynamics described by

dz

to the disturbance vector. The

Apc in (5.30) with d = 0 is commonly used in

vision applications in the literature [23]. However, in order to have a more
general yet simple model, a disturbance term should be included. There are
dierent ways to model the disturbance term depending on the application.
In order to keep the formulation suciently general a polynomial function
is selected [24].

(n − 1)th

The disturbance term can be locally represented by an

degree family of Taylor polynomial function of time as follows:

dj (t) =

n−1
X

dj,i ti + dj,r (t)

(5.32)

i=0
where

j ∈ {x, y}, dj,i ∈ R

and

dj,r (t) ∈ R

are the coecients of the polyno-

mial and a residual term, respectively. It is assumed that the residual term,

dj,r (t),

is such that its time derivatives for

(i)

i ≥ n satisfy |dj,r (t)| ≤ γi−r ≈ 0,

thus they are all uniformly absolutely bounded and small enough to be
negligible [24]. This implies that the residual term is slowly varying with
respect to time. The disturbance dynamics for a polynomial of degree

n

is
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given by

 
η̇η d,1
02
 

 η̇η d,2  02
 

 ..   ..
 . =.
 

 

η̇η d,n−1  02
η̇η d,n
02
| {z } |


I2

...

02

02

...

02

.
.
.

..

.
.
.

02

...

02

02

...
{z

02

ηd
η̇

.

dy
| {z }

h
= I2
|

02

d

02

and

I2



ηd

Adc

" #
dx

where

  
η d,1
02
  

02   η d,2  02  "
#
   d(n)

  ..  x,r
.
. 
.
. 
 +  .  (n) ,
.
. 
   dy,r
  

I2  η d,n−1  02  | {z }
w
η d,n
02
I2
} | {z } | {z }
02

...
{z

02

Cdc

Bdc

(5.33)

i
02 η d
}

are zero and identity matrices, respectively.

(5.33) each element of the state vector

ηd

satises

η d,i ∈

Further, in

R2 .

Both the Luenberger observer and Kalman lter uses the model of a
given system together with a suitable update term to estimate state variables that cannot be measured. In order to apply them to the augmented
system dynamics (5.22)-(5.23), the system should be observable.
satised
h if the observability matrix

i
OT = CTd ATd CTd . . . (And p +nd −1 )T CTd has
np + nd . The Luenberger observer is typically

This is

full rank, i.e. rank (O)

=

a copy of the augmented

system dynamics (5.22)-(5.23) with a correction term

b (k + 1) = Ad x
b (k) + Bd u (k) − L (b
x
y (k) − y (k)) ,
with the observer state

b (k)
x

(5.34)

L. Using (5.28),
b(k) − x(k),
e(k) = x

and feedback gain matrix

(5.29) and (5.34) and dening the observation error as
the error dynamics is given as:

e(k + 1) = (Ad − LCd ) e(k) + Lv(k) − Bwd w(k).

(5.35)

Here, the feedback gain matrix is designed such that if the system is observable, the eigenvalues of the nominal system (i.e. for

v=0

and

w = 0)

can

be placed at arbitrary locations, for instance using Ackermann's formula.
The nominal system (i.e. for

v=0

and

w = 0)

is asymptotically stable if

all of the eigenvalues are inside the unit disk. The stability of the error dynamics (5.35) can be shown using a variation of the input-to-state stability
theorem.
The Kalman lter consists of two phases at each sampling loop: prediction and update. In both phases next to the state estimate, the covariance
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of the observation error is estimated. In the prediction phase the estimate
of the state is obtained using the discretized system dynamics (5.28)-(5.29)
as follows:

b (k + 1 | k) = Ad x
b (k | k) + Bd u (k)
x
where

b (k | k)
x

is the estimate of

b
x

at time instant

k

(5.36)

given observations up

k . The predicted estimate of the error covariance
b (k + 1 | k)) is computed as follows:
P (k + 1 | k) = cov (x (k + 1) − x

to and including at time
matrix

P (k + 1 | k) = Ad P (k | k) ATd + Q
where
noise.

Q ∈ R(nd +nη )×(nd +nη )

(5.37)

represents the covariance matrix of the process

In the update phase the state estimate can be corrected with an

innovation term using the measurements

b (k + 1 | k + 1) = x
b (k + 1 | k) + K (k + 1) [y (k) − Cd x
b (k + 1 | k)] ,
x
(5.38)
where

K (k + 1)

is the optimal Kalman gain. The gain is given by

−1

,
K (k + 1) = P (k + 1 | k) CTd Cd P (k + 1 | k) CTd + R
and

R ∈ Rl×l

(5.39)

is the covariance matrix of the measurement noise.

On

this foundation, the estimate of the error covariance matrix can be nally
updated



P (k + 1 | k + 1) = I(nd +nη ) − K (k + 1) Cd P (k + 1 | k)
where

I(nd +nη )

is the identity matrix.

(5.40)

The Luenberger and the Kalman

state estimators are used to fuse US and FBG measurements in the next
section.

5.5 Experiments
In this section, the experimental setup is briey presented. This is followed
by the experimental results comparing the tracking and fusion algorithms
introduced in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.
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5.5.1 Experimental Setup
The setup consists of two pairs of Helmholtz coils (Teltron Helmholtz Coils
S, 3B scientic, Hamburg, Germany) that can generate a homogeneous magnetic eld along the x- and y-axis of the system (see Fig. 5.1). The details
of the physical properties of the coils can be found in [4].

The catheter

is 55 mm long and is made of a exible hollow PVC tube with an outer
diameter of 2 mm and an inner diameter of 1.2 mm. It is steered by the
Helmholtz coils using a stack of 4 cylindrical Neodymium N48 (Supermagnete, Gottmadingen, Germany) magnets (2 mm diameter, 1 mm height)
attached to the distal end of its shaft.

The tip position of the catheter

in 2D is obtained using transverse US images and FBG strain measurements. The transverse B-mode US images are acquired using a 14 MHz US
transducer (L14-5/38, Ultrasonix, Richmond, Canada) in which the radial
cross-section of the distal end of the shaft is visualized as a circular or oval
shape. The strain measurements are obtained using a multicore FBG ber
(FBGS International NV) which has 4 cores where each core has 32 FBG
sensors. The FBG sensor data is acquired using an FBG-Scan 804D interrogator. The accuracy of the visual tracking for the US tracker is measured
using stereo cameras (Sony XCD-SX90, lenses Pentax 8.5mm, focus 0.2 innity, Cosmicar/Pentax 12 mm, focus 0.2 - innity).

The software to

acquire the FBG data, US and stereo camera images is written in C++ on
Linux Ubuntu. The sampling frequency of the measurements is set to 14
Hz.

5.5.2 Experimental Results
In this section, the results related to the template based tracking algorithm
described in Section 5.3.1 are given. This is followed by the results for the
fusion of US and FBG data.

Visual Tracking Results
The magnetic catheter is steered in a water tank using a pair of Helmholtz
coils and its tip is imaged using a 2D ultrasound probe transversely. The
US images are acquired with a rate of 14 fps.
The results of template tracking are shown in Fig. 5.5. It can be observed from Fig.

5.5 that the catheter pixel intensity changes over time.

Also, a small number of pixels are available in the US image plane. Under
these circumstances, the catheter tip is successfully tracked in long term
using the scale-oset and ane motion models.
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(a) Frame #1

(b) Frame #2000

(d) Frame #6000
Figure 5.5:

EXPERIMENTS

(c) Frame #4000

(e) Frame #8000

(f) Frame #10240

Template based tracking results of a exible catheter in 2D

transverse ultrasound images.

For the training of the proposed CNN tracking approach, two additional
US sequences with dierent catheter motions were used and the network
was trained to reproduce the results of the template tracker. The sequences
were randomly separated into training, test, and validation sets.

Train-

ing was performed with stochastic gradient descent with iterative learning
rate reduction once there was no improvement in testing accuracy. On the
validation set we observed an average error of

0.085mm.

This error repre-

sents the dierence between the network output and the ground truth. It
is independent of the resolution of the US probe and it can even be lower.
Although, practically such an error level would not be meaningful. When
applying this network to the previously unseen sequence shown in Fig. 5.7,
however, we observed an average error of

1.411mm.

This implies, that for

a more robust network more data would have to be collected, covering different motion patterns and visual appearances of the catheter.
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Figure 5.6: The data fusion results for the catheter tip using Luenberger
and Kalman state estimators are shown. Further, the ultrasound position
obtained from the template based tracker and Fiber Bragg Grating sensor
are also plotted. The ground truth obtained from the stereo cameras are
also given.

Sensor Fusion Results
The accuracy of the sensor fusion method is evaluated using the ground
truth data obtained from the stereo camera setup.

The template based

tracker described in Section 5.3.1 is used to obtain the ground truth data
with respect to the world coordinate system.
First of all, the stereo cameras (see Fig. 5.1) are calibrated using the
method described in [25]. Then, the tip coordinates of the catheter obtained
using visual tracking and FBGs are expressed with respect to the an inertial
coordinate frame attached to the US. In order to obtain the ground truth
position of the catheter, its tip is tracked in stereo camera images using
the SSD based tracking method. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is
reduced.
The magnetic catheter is commanded to follow dierent geometric paths
such as circle, rhombus and gure eight paths using the controller described
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Table 5.1: Performance criteria for the fusion algorithms

Template-based
Luenberger
Kalman
CNN-based
Luenberger
Kalman

SSD

mean

std

min

max

NCC

SNR

1565.9
1450.6

0.20
0.18

0.11
0.13

0.0013
0.0027

0.88
0.95

0.9955
0.9959

48.8
49.3

3569.5
3004.2

0.45
0.38

0.41
0.37

0.0005
0.0043

2.24
2.44

0.9803
0.9864

42.5
44.1

in [4]. The Luenberger state observer and Kalman lter described in Section
5.4 is used to fuse the data from US and FBG. The closed-loop observer poles

[0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.81, 0.81, 0.81,
0.729, 0.729, 0.729]. Further, the process noise covariance is obtained empirically as Q = 5 × I9 . The measurement noise covariance is R = diag[0.0099,
0.0059, 0.0370]. The order of the disturbance model for both estimators is
selected as nd = 1.

for the Luenberger state observer are selected as

The results for the rhombus path are shown as an example in Fig. 5.6
for the template based tracker and in Fig.

5.7 for the CNN tracker, re-

spectively. Further, quantitative performance criteria including the sum of
squared dierences (SSD), normalized cross correlation (NCC), the maximum and minimum errors, the mean and the standard deviation of the Euclidean distance of each sample and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are given
in Table 5.1.

The error is computed between the ground truth and the

fused positions. It can be observed from these results that the Kalman lter slightly performs better as compared to the Luenberger observer. This
is more pronounced in the presence of larger US tracking errors, as is the
case with the employed CNN tracker.

5.6 Conclusions
This study presents a sensor fusion method for magnetically-actuated exible catheters.

The algorithm makes use of two dierent source of mea-

surements, images acquired from US and strains obtained from multicore
FBGs.

The tip positions for the tip of the catheter are obtained using

two dierent visual tracking algorithms, the template-based and convolutional neural network based methods. The data obtained from both sources
are fused using Luenberger and Kalman state estimators. The mean and
standard deviation of the Euclidean error for the Luenberger observer is

0.2 ± 0.11 [mm] whereas for the Kalman lter it is 0.18 ± 0.13 [mm], respec101
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Figure 5.7: The data fusion results for the catheter tip using Luenberger
and Kalman state estimators are shown. Further, the ultrasound position
obtained from the convolutional neural network based tracker and Fiber
Bragg Grating sensor data are also plotted.

The ground truth obtained

from the stereo cameras are also given.

tively. In the future work, the accuracy of the tracking and sensor fusion
will be improved.
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Chapter 6

Force Estimation
Abstract
The presence of force feedback in medical instruments has been proven to
reduce tissue damage. In order to provide force feedback, information about
the interaction forces between the instrument and the environment must be
known.

Direct measurement of these forces by commercial sensors is not

feasible due to space limitation. Thus, in this study we propose to estimate
the interaction forces using strain measurements from Fiber Bragg Grating
(FBG) sensors.

These measurements can also be used for shape sensing

as a result both force and shape can be sensed simultaneously. For force
sensing two models are proposed and compared: the rst is based on a Rigid
Link approximation, while the second uses the Cosserat rod theory. They
are validated experimentally using a tendon-driven continuum manipulator
that is subjected to forces at the tip. The force estimates from the models
are compared to the measurements from a commercial force sensor. Mean
absolute errors of 11.2 mN (6.9%) and 15.9 mN (8.3%) are observed for the
Rigid Link model and Cosserat model, respectively.

6.1 Introduction
Many of the instruments currently used in medical procedures have a mechanical design similar to continuum manipulators [1].

Examples of such

instruments are colonoscopes, endoscopes and other exible catheters for
procedures such as cardiac surgery and bronchoscopy. Some continuum manipulators have been developed specically for medical applications; these
include multi-backbone system for throat surgery, concentric tube active
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cannula for cardiac surgery and steerable probe for neurosurgery [24].
These manipulators can be easily miniaturized and they provide a larger
workspace compared to rigid tools, thus they are ideal for minimally invasive procedures [1]. However, the disadvantage of using such manipulators
is the loss of force information at the tip. Having accurate knowledge about
the interaction forces between the manipulator and tissue is important for
the outcome of the procedure [5]. It can be used to provide surgeons with
force feedback, thereby enabling more precise manipulation of the tissue.
Sensing forces accurately at the manipulator tip is challenging because the
available space does not allow integration of commercially-available force
sensors. Considering further miniaturization of manipulator size in the future, there is a need for alternative methods for sensing interaction forces
on manipulators for medical applications.
A number of studies have proposed methods to identify the interaction
forces on manipulators without measuring them directly. For example, Xu
and Simaan presented a method that used the deected shape of the manipulator shaft to estimate the force at the tip [6, 7]. Rucker and Webster
estimated the tip force by using pose measurements and a kinematic static
model of the continuum manipulator with measurement uncertainty [8].
They described the tip force as a state of the system, and an extended
Kalman lter was used to estimate the system states from the noisy endeector pose measurements. Lastly, Khosnam

et al.

used the curvature of a

catheter, determined from camera images, in combination with a kinematic
model to estimate the tip contact force [9].
Another approach to force estimation is to sense the strains on the manipulator directly using sensors. The benet of using an independent sensor
for force is that the robustness of the system to sensor failure will improve
due to redundancy and in theory direct measurement of strain will lead to
more accurate force estimation. A suitable sensor for medical applications
is the Fiber Bragg Grating sensor because it is small in size, sterilizable, biocompatible, highly sensitive to strain, and compatible with medical imaging
modalities [10]. The FBG sensors can be embedded in instruments for angioplasty, gastric endoluminal surgery or minimally invasive neurosurgery
in order to measure interaction forces (Figure 6.1). These sensors have been
used near the tip of medical instruments to measure only axial forces [1113].
They have also been helically wrapped around the shaft of a manipulator
in order to determine the wrench at the tip [14]. However, this approach
can not be applied to all manipulators because of mechanical constraints,
an example is the manipulator in Burrows
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[15], thus another sensor
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continuum
manipulator

ventricle
FBG sensor

resultant
interaction
force

Figure 6.1: Minimally invasive neurosurgery is an example of a procedure
that can benet from instruments like continuum manipulators that provide
a larger workspace compared to rigid manipulators. Fiber Bragg Grating
(FBG) sensors can be used to acquire information about the interaction
forces and the shape of the instrument.

placement conguration is required.
This paper presents two models that estimate contact forces on continuum manipulators using strain measurements from FBG sensors placed
along the arc length.

This placement conguration can also be used for

shape sensing thus enabling simultaneous acquisition of force and shape information.

The contact forces are estimated using the Rigid Link model

and the Cosserat model.

For the Rigid Link the manipulator is modeled

as a series of rigid links connected by revolute joints and theory of serial
manipulators is utilized to estimate contact forces.

For the Cosserat the

manipulator is modeled as a exible rod and Cosserat theory is utilized to
estimate contact forces. Both of the models give force estimates based on
the shape information that can be derived from the FBG sensor measurements as described in Section 6.2. The Rigid Link model and the Cosserat
model are presented in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. The Experimental
Results and comparison between the two models are presented in Section
6.5, lastly Section 6.6 concludes the paper and provides direction for future
work.
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FBG sensor
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s2
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neutral
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ϕ(s2 )
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s

κ(s2 )

x

optical
ber

(b)

δc

c
(a)

Figure 6.2: Shape reconstruction using Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG). (a) The
manipulator curvature (κ) and bending direction (ϕ) are calculated using

a,
b, and c. Distance from the center of the manipulator to the center of bers
b and c is rb and rc , respectively. Angle from x-axis to rb is αb and the
strain measurements from a set of three co-located FBG sensors on bers

perpendicular distance between the neutral bending axis and center of ber
c is

δc .

(b) Arc length is parameterized by

s.

The curvature is calculated

from the strain measured at discrete locations (sk ) that have co-located
FBG sensors.

6.2 Shape Reconstruction
The FBG sensors have been used for reconstruction of needle shape during insertion into soft-tissue phantoms, and for shape reconstruction of a
tendon-driven continuum manipulator in free-space [16], [17]. Strain measurements from at least 3 co-located FBG sensors are required in order to

(k κ k) and direction (ϕ) of the curvature vector at
k ∈ Z+ ) along the manipulator shaft (Figure 6.2).
measures a strain (∗ ), where ∗ ∈ (a, b, c), that is given

calculate the magnitude
a discrete location (sk ,
Each FBG sensor
by

∗ (sk ) =k κ(sk ) k δ∗ (sk ) + 0 ,
=k κ(sk ) k r∗ cos(ϕ(sk ) − α∗ ) + 0 ,
where

δ∗

is the distance from the ber center to the neutral bending axis,

is the distance of the ber center to the center of the manipulator,
angle of the ber with respect to

κ(sk ) ∈
110

(6.1)

α∗

r∗

is the

x-axis at the manipulator cross-section,
ϕ(sk ) ∈ R is the direction of bend-

R2 is the curvature vector and
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ing (Figure 6.2). Each sensor is assumed to have a common oset (0 ) in
the measured strain, that can be caused by a change in the environmental
temperature or an axial force along the manipulator shaft. The three unknowns (i.e.,

k κ k, ϕ

and

0 )

are solved from the strains measured by the

three co-located FBG sensors. The curvature magnitude (k
the bending direction

(κ(sk ))

(ϕ(sk ))

κ(sk ) k)

and

can be used to dene the curvature vector

at each sensor location as follows:




cos(ϕ(sk ))
κx (sk )
.
=k κ(sk ) k
κ(sk ) =
sin(ϕ(sk ))
κy (sk )


Interpolation of the curvature components

(6.2)

(κx (sk ) , κy (sk ))

between each

of the FBG sensor locations is performed in order to evaluate the curvature
vector

(κ(s))

at every location along the manipulator shaft (Figure 6.2).

The bending direction

(ϕ(s))

along the shaft, is equal to the direction of

the curvature vector. The curvature and the bending direction denes the
orientation, which can be used to evaluate the tangent vector
curve and

t(s) =

dr
ds , where

r(s) ∈ R3

(t(s))

of the

is the position vector of the curve.

Hence, manipulator shape can be reconstructed by numerical integration
of the tangent vector. The curvature and direction of bending information
will be required by both the Rigid Link and Cosserat model.

6.3 Rigid Link Model
In rigid link robots contact forces/torques at the end-eector are estimated
using joint forces/torques [18] [19]. The continuum manipulator is modeled
as a rigid link robot with revolute joints [20]. The interaction forces at the
tip are determined based on the joint torques in the model.

6.3.1 Kinematics
The continuous shape of a manipulator is approximated by a serial chain of

n

rigid links, connected by

n

revolute joints (Figure 6.3). This method can

be used to describe non-constant curvature bending, that occur in exible
instruments subjected to external loading. Link orientation is described by
three consecutive rotations, thus results in the following rotation matrix of
the

i-th

link with respect to the

i−1

link:

Ri−1
= Rz (qϕ,i )Ry (qθ,i )Rz (−qϕ,i ),
i
where
and

Rz ∈ SO(3)

y -axis

and

Ry ∈ SO(3)

(6.3)

are rotation matrices about the

of the rotated frame, respectively (Figure 6.3).

z -axis

The two joint
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angles that determine the rotations in (6.3) are related to the direction of
bending

(qϕ,i ∈ R)

and the amount of bending

(qθ,i ∈ R).

In order to

describe the manipulator elasticity using the Rigid Link model, each joint
is assigned a exural stiness that is related to the bending stiness. In the
next sub-section, manipulator statics is used to relate manipulator shape to
the manipulator tip wrenches which is the result from actuation and from
external loading.

6.3.2 Statics
In order to calculate manipulator conguration, the joint angles of the Rigid
Link model need to be related to the loads that act on the manipulator. In
static equilibrium, the loads that act on the manipulator are balanced by
the torques generated in the joints. The joint torques are not generated by
motors, but are the result of manipulator bending. The joints are elastic,
such that a joint torque (τi ) at the

i-th

joint is given by the following

relation:

τi = Kθ,i qθ,i ,

(6.4)

Kθ,i is the exural stiness, qθ,i is the amount of bending (Section
6.2), and τi ∈ R is the magnitude of the bending moment at the location of

3 at the i-th joint is the sum of
the joint. The bending moment m(si ) ∈ R
where,

the contribution of an actuation moment and an external force(Figure 6.3):

m(si ) = mac + rF (si ) × Fext .

(6.5)

mac ∈ R3 is the actuation moment, Fext ∈ R3 is the external force
3
and rF (si ) ∈ R is the vector from the external force contact point to joint
i. For a continuum manipulator with n rigid links connected by n joints,
n
the joint torque vector (τ ∈ R ) can be written as

where,

τ = τ ac + τ ext ,
where

τ ac ∈ Rn

and

τ ext ∈ Rn

(6.6)

are the joint torques due to (internal)

actuation and (unknown) external forces, respectively.

We assume that

actuation generates a pure moment at the end of the manipulator (Figure
6.3). The joint torques due to the actuation moment (

mac ∈ R3

) can be

calculated using

τ ac =
112

JTm



03
mac



= JTm wac ,

(6.7)
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mac

Fext

rF (si )
joint

qθ,i

qϕ,i

i

s

link

i

Jm
Jcp

Figure 6.3: Rigid Link Model: The continuum manipulator is illustrated as
bold gray curve and its shape is approximated by a serial chain of seven
rigid links that are connected by revolute joints. This description enables
calculation of manipulator shape under a combination of internal actuation
moments (mac ) and external force (Fext ).

Jm

and

Jcp

are the manipulator

and contact point Jacobians, respectively. The amount of bending at joint

i

is given by

qθ,i

and the direction of bending is given by

from the contact point to joint

where

Jm ∈ R6×n

i

qϕ,i .

The vector

rF (si ).

is

is the manipulator Jacobian,

03 = [0 0 0]T ,

and

wac ∈ R6

denotes the actuation wrench. The contribution to the joint torque vector
in (6.6) is given by

τ ext =
where

Jcp ∈ R6×n

JTcp



Fext
03



= JTcp wext ,

is the contact point Jacobian.

(6.8)

The above formulation

will be used in combination with shape information (qϕ,i and

qθ,i )

derived

from FBG sensor measurements. The next section presents the rigid link
model tting based on the shape information.

6.3.3 Rigid Link Model Fitting
The model consists of

n

joints and

n

rigid links, each joint has two degrees

of freedom, one related to the bending and the other related to the direction
of bending. The joint angles can be determined from the curvature vector

κ(s) ∈ R2



and bending direction

(ϕ(s) ∈ R),

which are calculated from

FBG sensors (Section 6.2). The joint angles that dene the conguration
of the Rigid Link model can be related to the curvature vector. Integrating
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(θ(s) ∈ R)

the curvature magnitude gives the slope

along the shaft:

s

Z

kκ(s)kds.

θ(s) =

(6.9)

0
The joint angle related to manipulator bending can be calculated from manipulator slope as

1
1
qθ,i = ∆θi−1 + ∆θi ,
2
2
where

∆θi

(6.10)

is the change in manipulator slope between two consecutive

joints:

∆θi = θ(si+1 ) − θ(si ).

(6.11)

The joint angle related to the bending direction equals the curvature direction at the location of the

ith joint (qϕ,i = ϕ(si )).

Manipulator conguration

is now fully dened given the curvature vector from the FBG sensor measurements. This allows the derivation of the manipulator Jacobian, which
is used in the next section to estimate the unknown external forces.

6.3.4 Contact Force Estimation
The joint torque due to the unknown external load is given by
where

τ

is determined using (6.4) and

τ ac

τ ext = τ −τ ac ,

is from (6.7). Thus, combining

(6.4) and (6.7)

τ ext

  

τ1
Kθ,1 qθ,1 − τac,1
  

.
.
=  ...  = 
.
.
τn
Kθ,n qθ,n − τac,n

(6.12)

The contact points are assumed to be known for all (unknown) external
loads, such that the Jacobian (Jcp ) for the contact point can be determined
using the forward kinematics of the Rigid Link model.

In the case of a

single external load (Fext ) at the manipulator tip, the contribution to a
joint torque vector from the load is given by

τ ext =
where,
where

JTcp



Fext
03


,

(6.13)

Jcp ∈ R6×n and Fext ∈ R3 . For multiple external loads Jcp ∈ R6m×n ,
m is the number of external loads. Since the manipulator Jacobian

is often non-square, the external force is estimated using the pseudoinverse
of the Jacobian
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Fext
03



= (JTcp )† τ ext ,

(6.14)

6.4.

where

(.)†

COSSERAT MODEL

denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, and

from (6.12).

τ ext

is calculated

Thus, the external force (Fext ) is estimated using the Rigid

Link model. The next section presents the Cosserat model that can also be
utilized to estimate the external force.

6.4 Cosserat Model
The Cosserat rod theory presents an geometrically exact model for a exible
rod, this is the motivation for the Cosserat model. The model presented in
the paper is applicable to manipulators that have small cross section area
compared to their length and are not subjected to torsion or axial forces.
The force at the tip of the continuum manipulator can be estimated based
on the shape information calculated from the strain measurements of the
FBG sensors.

6.4.1 Kinematics
The manipulator kinematics is based on a continuous transformation that is
a function of the arc length [21]. In general, the transformation is dependent
on the strains and shear stress acting on the manipulator, however given
the assumption that the manipulator is not subjected to torsion and axial

r(s) ∈ R3

forces, the kinematics can be simplied such that the position
as a function of the arc length

(s ∈ R)



can be determined by solving the

following:

r0 (s) = R(s)e3 ,

(6.15)

0

R (s) = R(s)b
u(s),
where

(0 )

is the derivative with respect to

(6.16)

s, R(s) ∈ SO(3)

is the rotation

matrix and it represents the change in curvature with respect to the arc
length,

e3 = [0 0 1]T

and

b (s) ∈ so(3)
u

represents a skew symmetric matrix

based on the components of the curvature vector
local coordinates.

u(s) = [κx (s) κy (s) 0]T ,

u(s) ∈ R3



that is in

the last component is zero due

to the assumption of no torsion. Frenet-Serret frames are used for the local
coordinates; the
the

xl -axis

zl -axis

is tangent to the center curve of the manipulator,

is aligned with the inner normal and the

yl -axis

is aligned with

the binormal vector (Figure 6.4).
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xl

xl

x
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yl
yl

zl

Fext

zl
manipulator without
external force

Figure 6.4: Cosserat Model: Continuous Frenet-Serret frames are assigned
along the centerline curve of the manipulator. The global axis is at the base
and the local axis is along the arc length of the manipulator.

6.4.2 Contact force estimation
The applied force at the tip of the manipulator is calculated using the
constitutive relation and equations for equilibrium. The linear constitutive
relation is as follows:

m(s) = R(s)K(s)∆u(s),

(6.17)

∆u(s) = u∗ (s) − u(s) , u∗ (s) ∈ R3 is the curvature vector when no
3
external force is applied and and u(s) ∈ R is the curvature vector after the
where

external force is applied on the manipulator, both are in local coordinates.

K(s) ∈ R3×3

is the stiness matrix. The equations for equilibrium are as

follows:

Z

L

n(s) =

f (σ)dσ,

(6.18)

[r(σ)) × f (σ)]dσ − r(s) × n(s),

(6.19)

s

Z
m(s) =

L

s

f (σ) ∈ R3 is the external force at the tip of the manipulator and
σ ∈ R is a dummy integral variable. The force is modeled as a prod3
uct of the unknown force Fext ∈ R and a shifted Dirac delta function,
f (σ) = Fext δ(σ − L), where L is the arc length at which the force is apwhere

plied. Substituting (6.17) and (6.18) into (6.19) leads to the estimate of the
external force

Fext

that is given below:

†
c
Fext = (∆r(s))
R(s)K(s)∆u(s),
where

(.)†

is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse and

∆r(s) = r(L) − r(s),
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is a skew symmetric matrix based on the vector

from (6.21). The rotation matrix

R(s)

∆r(s) ∈ R3

in (6.20) is calculated from (6.16).

Thus, (6.20) gives the external force based on any point on the arc length
and the evaluated parameters on the right hand side of the equation.

6.5 Experiments and Results
This section presents the experiments used to validate the Rigid Link and
Cosserat model, the experimental setup, the calibration procedures and
results.

6.5.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of a continuum manipulator that is actuated by four tendons (DSM Dyneema B.V., Geleen, The Netherlands),
shown in Figure 6.5(a). The backbone (Figure 6.5(b)) of the manipulator
is made from a exible Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) and it has grooves
in which three optical bers of diameter 250

µm

are glued.

Each ber

has 8 FBG sensors and the bers are positioned such that corresponding
FBG sensors are co-located (Figure 6.2).

Thus, the backbone has 8 sets

of co-located FBG sensors as shown in Figure 6.5(b).

The setup has a

linear stage to move the continuum manipulator along the global

z -axis,

a Deminsys Python FBG interrogator (Technobis group, Alkmaar, The
Netherlands) and a Nano-43 6-DOF force/torque sensor (ATI Industrial
Automation, Apex, USA). The actuation motors for the manipulator are
Maxon EC-max 283840 (Maxon motor AG, Sachseln, Switzerland) and they
are driven by Elmo controllers (Elmo Motion Control Ltd., Petach-Tikva,
Israel). Controller Area Network (CAN) is used to provide communication
with the motor drivers and Ethernet is used for communication with the
interrogator and the force sensor.

6.5.2 Calibration
In order to accurately calculate curvature from the measured strains, the
exact distance of the ber from the center of the manipulator at the location of the sensor needs to be known. The shape sensing rod is placed
in several constant curvature slots, which are laser cut in an acrylic plate
(Figure 6.5(c)).

Each ber is separately calibrated by aligning the ber

with the bending direction of the rod. Using the curvature of the slot and
the measured strain, the distance (ra ,

rb

and

rc ,

(Figure 6.2)) between the
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External tip force (Fext ) is applied using a tether that is connected to an ATI

in dierent circular slots of known curvatures.

has eight FBG sensors, labeled 1 - 8 . (c) Calibration of the FBG sensors is performed by placing the PEEK rod

ketone (PEEK) rod embedded in it. Three bers are glued into grooves along the length of the rod. Each ber

OO

tendon guides, and are attached to the manipulator tip. (b) The tendon-driven manipulator has a Polyether ether

glued at a spacing of 10 mm along the backbone made from silicon tubing. Four tendons are routed through 20

Nano-43 force-torque (FT) sensor, which measures the external tip force. (a) Tendon guides (diameter 10 mm) are

Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors.

Figure 6.5: The tendon-driven manipulator in the experiment setup is 210 mm long and is embedded with Fiber
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ber and the center of the rod at each sensor location is calculated. The
average value for all slots is calculated, and is used as the calibrated distance (Table 6.1). These values are used to calculate the curvature vectors
from the strain measurements, as described in Section 6.2.
The exural stiness (Kθ,i in (6.4)) required by the Rigid Link model
and the stiness matrix

(K(s) in (6.17)), required by the Cosserat rod model

are determined experimentally due to unavailability of accurate material
properties.

Data from 14 experiments in conjunction with

lsqlin

(MAT-

LAB R2015b, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) is utilized to solve for the
stiness parameters. The remaining experiments were used to validate the
models.

6.5.3 Experiments
The Rigid Link and the Cosserat models are validated using a tendondriven continuum manipulator (Figure 6.5(a)).

An external force

(Fext )

is applied to the tip of the manipulator from three directions (αf t ) which
are

0◦ , 90◦

and

180◦

with respect to the global

x-axis

(Figure 6.5).

The

manipulator tip is tethered to the force sensor and the sensor is manually
placed such that the tether is in-line with one of the three directions. Once
the sensor is placed, the tension in the tether is increased, which results in an
external force at the manipulator tip in the

αf t

direction. The experiment

is repeated 10 times for each direction and the measurements from the
FBG sensors and the force sensor are collected. Inputs to the two models
are the measurements from the FBG sensors and the output is the tip force
estimate. In the next sub-section, the force sensor measurement is compared
to the force estimate from both models.

Table 6.1: Mean (standard deviation in brackets) distances (in
sensors (ra ,

rb

and

rc )

µm) of FBG

after calibration

sensor #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

ra

672

743

767

(20)

(9)

(13)

802

774

748

696

412

(19)

(11)

(9)

(14)

(62)

rb

611

695

697

(14)

(8)

(10)

704

701

681

603

289

(14)

(17)

(4)

(13)

(16)

rc

611

672

695

722

729

683

663

413

(31)

(21)

(29)

(18)

(35)

(13)

(23)

(53)
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6.5.4 Results
The magnitude of the force from the sensor and the models are compared for
all experiments. The plot of the force measured and the force estimated from
a representative experiment is presented in Figure 6.6. It shows that both
models can track the change in applied force. The mean error (e) and the
mean relative error (re) as dened in (6.22) and (6.23) are reported in Table
6.2. The errors are reported for all the experiments and for experiments with
the same direction of applied force (αf t ). This approach aids in observing
the behavior of the models in relation to the direction of the applied force.
The results show that both models have similar performances and that force
in the

x-z

plane are better estimated. On average, the Rigid Link model has

a smaller error compared to the Cosserat model and it is computationally
less complex thus a good option for real time applications.

e(t) =| (k Fsen (t) k − k Fmdl (t) k) |,
e(t)
re(t) =
s.t k Fsen (t) k> 0,
k Fsen (t) k
where

t∈R

(6.22)
(6.23)

Fsen (t) ∈ R3 is the force measurement from
3
R is the force estimate from the models.

represents time,

the sensor and

Fmdl (t) ∈

Table 6.2: Model Comparison: Mean error (e) with standard deviation in
brackets and mean relative error (re) for experiments with applied force in

αf t

direction and for all experiments

αf t

Rigid
Link

e (mN)
re (%)

Cosserat

e (mN)
re (%)

0◦

90◦

180◦

All

5.6 (6.0)
6.9
8.2 (9.6)
6.2

19.7 (20.8)
6.1
29.4 (31.9)
11

6.5 (7.1)
6.9
7.6 (7.1)
7.5

11.2 (15.3)
6.9
15.9 (23.1)
8.3

6.6 Conclusions
This paper provides a framework for the FBG sensors that can be utilized
for simultaneous shape and force sensing in continuum manipulators.

In

addition, two models for force sensing are presented and validated on a
tendon driven continuum manipulator. The results show that the Rigid Link
and Cosserat model can estimate the applied tip forces with an error of 11.2
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Figure 6.6:

Representative plot from an experiment where the tip force

(Fext ) is applied in the

αf t = 180◦

direction. The output from the models

is compared to the force sensor measurement (ground truth).

mN (6.9%) and 15.9 mN (8.3%), respectively. For future work, the wrenches
along the shaft of the manipulator and the axial force will be included in
the models. The estimated forces could be used for closed loop force control
coupled with other clinical imaging modalities for accurate manipulation.
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Part IV

Outlook
The previous parts presented the literature relevant to the thesis
along with the sensing techniques and their applications. The
experimental results show that FBG sensors can be eective in
localizing medical instruments. Moreover, research can be conducted further to improve the utilization of these sensors.

In

this part, the research presented in the thesis along with the
contributions are discussed and potential future work are suggested. In addition, the scientic publications and presentations
from the thesis are provided.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
7.1 Discussion and Future Work
One of the main objectives of this thesis is to develop a technique that would
provide the pose, that is position and orientation, of a exible instrument's
tip. The motivation is that the tip pose of a exible instrument is required
for minimally invasive procedures, however the current methods of acquiring
the tip pose have certain drawbacks. In this thesis, optical sensors called
ber Bragg grating (FBG) are utilized to acquire the pose of a exible
instrument's tip.

More specically, various techniques to derive the pose

from the raw sensor data are presented along with experimental validation.
The following paragraphs summarize and discuss the chapters of the thesis.
Chapter 1, presents the literature on FBG sensors in medical instruments and the main contributions of the thesis. In the research literature,
FBG sensors are used in medical instruments for sensing shape and position.

There are various solutions to the derivation of shape and position

from the raw sensor data.

This thesis contributes to the literature with

techniques to acquire both position and orientation information from FBG
sensors. Moreover, it also presents the techniques for distinct congurations
of the FBG sensors such as the sensors in single core ber, multi-core ber
and in helical core ber. The next paragraph discusses Chapter 2, which
focuses on the position reconstruction of a catheter.
In Chapter 2, a catheter is reconstructed in 3D space which yields the
position of all the points along its length. The reconstruction is based on
Frenet-Serret equations of curves, which require the catheter's shape, that
is the curvature and torsion, over its length. The shape of the catheter is
deduced from the shape of four multi-core bers in the catheter. Although
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for the catheter reconstruction one ber is sucient, utilizing four bers
makes the reconstruction less prone to individual sensor failure.

Thus,

leading to robust sensing which is key in clinical applications where the
safety is a major prerequisite.

The results show that the catheter's posi-

tion can be calculated with a maximum error of 1.05 mm and mean error
of 0.44 mm, which is acceptable for clinical applications like biopsies and
ablations. Thus, this work shows that reconstruction with FBG sensors is
feasible and applicable for medical instruments. The work is augmented in
the next chapter to acquire the pose of the catheter tip.
Chapter 3 extends the reconstruction technique in Chapter 2 to acquire
the orientation of the catheter tip in addition to its position, thus acquiring
the catheter tip's pose. Bishop frames are used for the reconstruction instead of Frenet-Serret because they are valid for curves with discontinuity in
the curvature; such as an `S' shape curve. The reconstruction requires the
catheter's shape which is calculated with the same procedure as in Chapter 2. Experimental results show that the technique in Chapter 3 has a tip
position error of 4.69 mm and tip orientation error of 6.48 degrees.

The

dierence between the position error reported in Chapter 3 and the error
reported in Chapter 2 could be due to the dynamic nature of the experiments in Chapter 3. Moreover, the FBG sensors used for the experiments
in Chapter 3 have lower reectivity than the ones in Chapter 2, which could
also lead to lower accuracy. Lastly, in Chapter 2 the catheter shape is based
on the average of four multi-core ber instead of one ber, the redundancy
of sensing may play a part in improving accuracy. Chapters 2 and 3 utilized
multi-core ber with straight cores that have FBG sensors, which are observed to be insensitive to twist or torsion. Thus, in the next chapter FBG
sensors inscribed on helical cores are used for reconstruction.
In Chapter 4, the reconstruction technique in Chapter 3 is modied
such that it is applicable to the helical core ber. Moreover, the measurement accuracy of the helical core and straight core are compared.

The

position error with straight core is 0.27 mm and orientation error is 0.72
degrees, where as the position error with helical core ber is 0.49 mm and
orientation error is 0.61 degrees.

The straight core ber performs better

for position measurement than the helical core ber, whereas the helical
core ber out performs the straight core ber in orientation measurement.
Thus, for applications where twist measurement is important helical core
bers should be utilized and for applications where the curvature is crucial
the straight core ber is recommended. In clinic, position measurement is
utilized more frequently than orientation measurement. However, accurate
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orientation sensing would increase the accuracy of position measurement,
particularly for applications where the instrument is exposed to forces from
the environment that cause it to twist, such as needle insertion in tissue.
Further application studies of the reconstruction techniques presented in
the aforementioned chapters are given in Chapter 5 and 6.
In Chapter 5, a catheter tip is tracked by fusing tip position from ultrasound images and tip position based on FBG sensors. The catheter tip is
magnetically steered and its trajectory is captured in 2D ultrasound images.
The catheter tip is tracked using computer vision algorithms on the US images and the shape of the catheter is reconstructed based on FBG sensors
in a multi-core ber with straight cores.

The position obtained from US

and FBGs are fused using Kalman and Luenberger state estimators, with
the mean error of 0.2 mm and 0.18 mm, respectively. The position error
with fused measurements is lower than the position error when only one
sensing technology is used. Thus, the results show that the position error
can be reduced by fusing data from multiple sensors, thereby increasing the
reliability of tip tracking for clinical applications and paving the way for
implementation in the clinic.
In Chapter 6, FBG sensors are utilized to get an estimate of the force at a
exible instrument's tip. The curvature of the instrument is calculated from
the strains on the FBG sensors and the reconstruction is acquired based on
the curvature.

The force at the tip is estimated from the reconstruction

using two models, a Rigid link model and a Cosserat rod model, and the
mean error as the percentage of the true force is found to be 6.9% and 8.3%,
respectively. The study shows the feasibility of tip force estimation, which
can be used for haptic feedback or to prevent tissue damage due to excessive
force in clinical applications.
The FBG sensors are highly eective for medical instruments but there
are a few caveats. At the time of writing, a hindrance to acquiring FBG
sensors in multi-core ber is the high cost of the sensing hardware and the
bers. Moreover, due to the lack of commercial demand for FBG sensors
in multi-core bers there are very few institutions capable and interested
in producing these sensors.

Though this may change in the future, until

then the limited suppliers for FBG sensors in multi-core bers will create
acquisition of these sensors a challenge. Furthermore, the bers have a very
small footprint which makes them highly suitable for minimally invasive
instruments. However, the auxiliary hardware such as the interrogator and
the fan-out box require more space. As an example the hardware utilized in
this thesis required at least 260 mm

×

230 mm

×

120 mm of space. Thus,
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the placement of the hardware and the routing of the bers require proper
planning. In addition, the tethered nature of the bers excludes them from
been applicable to technologies like capsule endoscope.

Nevertheless, for

minimally invasive medical instruments FBG sensors are highly suitable due
to their small footprint and compatibility with the clinical environment.
For future work, force sensing at the tip can be used for diagnostics via
palpation, moreover possibility of diagnostic imaging like optical coherence
tomography in conjunction with FBGs can be explored.

An interesting

study would be to compare reconstruction using single core bers with reconstruction using multi-core bers. Moreover, helical multi-core bers can
be combined with single core bers in an instrument; this will result in
accurate twist sensing and also accurate curvature sensing. Another area
for research could be the calibration of the FBG sensors in order to further
improve the pose measurement accuracy. More specically, the complex relation between the applied strain and sensor output can be further studied
and incorporated into the calibration procedure. Lastly, the pose measurement based on the FBG sensors can be validated using a commercial 6-DOF
sensor, strengthening the validation provided in Chapters 3 and 4. These
works would further the fundamental research in this thesis that has empirically shown the utilization of optical bers with FBG sensors for pose
measurements of medical instruments.
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